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CHAPTER SEVEN 

ANALYSIS, OF -INTERVIEWS 

7. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, an analysis of the results presented in the previous chapter will be done in 

order to identify various meanings that could be ascribed to the issues raised by the 

respondents. The chapter provides insight into the relevance of the interviews conducted to 

the framework of the research and the literature review. Following the introduction, the 

chapter analyses the themes that emerged from the conception of the journalists which were 

categorised in the previous chapter. This includes regionalism, in which different 

classification were provided in order to explain some of the factors that influence the regional 

biases of the media or what this research refers to as regional parallelism. The chapter will 

also discuss such issues as journalism culture, in which the differences in culture between 

northern and southern journalists, and how that affects their work will be explored. Other 

conceptions that emerged during the interviews such as clientelism, lack of professionalism 

bad working conditions have been elaborated upon etc. Additional analyses of the solutions 

suggested by the respondents have also been explored. This chapter will contribute in 

understanding the complexities involved in the practice of journalism, such that the reporting 

of corruption scandals can be seen within a context that is shaped by the specificities of 

Nigeria. 

7.1 REGIONAL PARALLELISM 
Following the work of Hallin and Mancini (2004) who suggested ̀political parallelism' as a 

framework that can be used in understanding the media systems of different countries, and 
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the modification of that framework into regional parallelism as suggested in chapter one. The 

findings suggest that what obtains in Nigeria could be termed "regional parallelism". 

Here it will be pertinent to elaborate on the meaning of regional parallelism. Regional 

parallelism within the context of this research refers to the influence of regional 

considerations in the practice of journalism. It is rooted in the historical realities of a given 

country. It is important to note that regional parallelism can be linked to the concept of 

clientelism discussed by Hallin and Papathanassopoulos (2002) and Hallin and Mancini 

(2004) whereby personal connection and respect for procedure are less important compared 

to personal loyalty and connection. 

Regional parallelism is evident because the views of the respondents have shown both 

elements of political parallelism and clientelism; but also because the historical and political 

development of Nigeria were regionally developed since the amalgamation of the country in 

1914 by the British colonialists. As such it will be difficult to divorce the regional element 

from the historical realities of the country, despite the transformations that took place in later 

years. Even the power sharing arrangement in the country at the moment reflects the regional 

divide. 

From the data collected in this research, the following characteristics can be associated with 

regional parallelism. (1) It is determined by location (2) it is supported by the elites (3) it is 

promoted by political and business interests (4) it is made obvious by the economic 

imbalance in media ownership (5) it is surrounded by the complexities that characterised the 

society (6) it is not absolute. Each of these factors can be identified from the views expressed 

by the respondents during the interviews. 
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7.1.1 LOCATION 
Starting with location as a factor in Nigerian journalism. It became a factor because of the 

advantages of history, western education, political and economic power and the emergence of 

middle class. In terms of history, the south-western part of Nigeria, and Lagos in particular 

was the gateway to Nigeria; that was how the missionaries who established the first 

newspaper in Abeokuta in 1859 got access to the country. The region therefore had the 

advantage of having the first newspaper, the first trained editors, the first audience to read the 

newspaper, though northern part of the country has the advantage of literacy because of 

Arabic and Islamic education, the region was left behind in terms of western education that 

later became the legacy of British colonialism and the leading means of communication in the 

Nigerian media to date. The first major institutions of learning were also established in the 

southwest, including the first university in Nigeria that helped in producing the early set of 

intellectuals whose moral and professional support are needed for the survival of newspapers. 

The region was also the economic and political power-house of Nigeria; the federal 

government was also located in Lagos. These factors contributed greatly in establishing a 

middle class whose support is needed in sustaining newspaper publications, through 

readership, contribution of comments and analysis and other forms of support. While the 

factors mentioned above remained true in the country, it will be interesting to see the changes 

that will occur over time because of the relocation of the federal capital to Abuja. Still, Lagos 

remains the commercial capital of Nigeria. But the economy is still largely under government 

control. Some newspapers, like Daily Trust and Leadership, 62 have established their 

headquarters in Abuja, the new capital, while other newspapers either have large offices or 

Bureaus, like ThisDay newspaper, or have opened regional offices. So at the moment there is 

a dichotomy in terms of economic activities, while private companies and other private 

commercial opportunities remain in Lagos, government business has shifted to Abuja. 

62 Both Daily Trust and Leadership are seen as northern newspapers. 
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Though this is beyond the scope of this research, it will be interesting to see how Abuja as a 

centre of government business influences the locational domination of Lagos in the 

Newspaper industry. 

7.1.2 THE ELITES 
The second feature of regional parallelism as drawn from the interviews is the support of the 

elites in sustaining these newspapers. The elite in Nigeria have understood the complex 

nature of Nigerian society, with different ethnic groups and religious affiliations both of 

which struggle for relevance and self assertion. To achieve this, there is the need for a strong 

media that will articulate the position of each group. With the advantage of location or 

ownership of a newspaper, the elite effectively utilise the media either to promote their 

interest, their region, their personal interest or even manipulate public opinion to their 

advantage. That is one of the points explained by some of the respondents on how the 

newspapers complement the interest of the elites who use regionalism to maintain their 

political relevance. According to Haruna, one of the leading columnists in Nigeria: 

The sad thing about Nigerian journalism is that it seems so blinded by ethnic and sectarian 
considerations that it does not admit even a minimum standard of objectivity. For most 
Nigerian journalists, it seems to be the case of my kith and kin first, right or wrong. Not 
surprisingly, politicians always try to exploit this weakness of journalism practice to put an 
ethnic or religious spin on the slightest trouble they manage to get themselves into---there are 
many other issues of journalism ethics that should worry anyone with a care for the integrity 
of Nigerian journalism. Of all these other issues, probably the most important is the ethnic 
and sectarian divisions of the mass media 63 

7.1.3 POLITICAL INTERESTS 
The third feature of regional parallelism is the promotion of business and political interest. 

Many of the respondents interviewed agreed that one of the problems of journalism in 

Nigeria is that the political and economic class invest in the media to promote their business 

interest, get easy access to senior government officials or promote their political interest. 

63 See The Problem with Nigerian Journalism by Mohammed Haruna available at 
http: //www. gamii. com/haruna/haruna. htm downloaded 25/11/2008 
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Many of the respondents cited an example with one of the leading newspapers in the country 

whose proprietor distributes identity cards to his staff and leave them to survive on the 

courtesy of their sources. 

This political interest is increasing by the day with serving politicians establishing 

newspapers, and using the media to promote their political interest. Though as suggested by 

Hallin and Mancini (2004) that no right thinking analyst will argue that the media is value 

neutral, what is at stake here is the use of the media to create further division and tension 

among the people by the members of the elite. An editorial by the Daily Triumph newspaper 

will be useful here for further analysis: 

One of the communique's nine-point observations stated inter-alia "the media have through 
sensationalism, inaccurate reporting and fraudulent manipulation of facts fuelled religious and 
community crises. " It further noted that the elite are the culprits often involved in inciting 
people and fomenting social unrest to promote political or personal agenda. 64 

The editorial was a reaction to the communique issued by the Nigeria Inter-Religious Council 

(NIREC) Co-chaired by the President of the Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs65 in Nigeria 

and the Chairman of the Christian Association of Nigeria. 66 They issued the communique 

during a meeting in Kano on 27`h/11/2008. What this highlights is that the views expressed by 

the journalists have been confirmed by members of the elite themselves, that the media is 

monopolised to satisfy sectional and political interest of some individuals. But as 

acknowledged in the later part of the editorial, it is not simply because the elite utilise the 

64 See Media, Elite and Religious Crises, which is an editorial by the Daily Triumph of 27/11/2008 published in 
Kano, available at: http: //www. triumphnewspapers. com/med27112008. html downloaded 28/11/2008. 

65 The Current chairman of the Supreme Council for Islamic Affairs is the Sultan of Sokoto, Alhaji Muhammad 
Sa'ad Abubakar. 

66 The Current Chairman of the Christian Association of Nigeria is the Archbishop of Abuja, John Onaiyekan. 
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media to their advantage, but the government has consistently failed in punishing those who 

use their position or the media to create tension in the country. 

7.1.4 ECONOMIC IMBALANCE 
Economic imbalance in media ownership is the fourth feature of regional parallelism. One of 

the factors that promote the differences between the regions is the imbalance in newspaper 

ownership. Many of the respondents interviewed pointed out that it is even difficult to make 

comparison between newspapers as most of the newspapers are located in one region, while 

other parts of the country struggle with few strong newspapers and few weak ones. This 

economic imbalance as a factor in promoting regionalism was mentioned by one of the 

respondents from a newspaper in the north who wants to extend their business to the southern 

part of Nigeria because the paper is stronger in the north, and they decided to launch their 

operation in Lagos, during the launching one of the speakers asked them why do they bother 

to be a national newspaper when they can still maintain their regional identity and have their 

paper circulated nationally. This imbalance in ownership creates an atmosphere of 

competition that tilts more towards bridging the gap between the regions. Another issue that 

came during the interviews is the nature of recruitment. In almost all the national dailies, 

from each of the regions in Nigeria, majority of the staff of the newspapers came from the 

region the newspaper is identified with. The influence of recruitment in news judgement was 

discussed by Hallin and Mancini (2004) when discussing ̀political parallelism' by explaining 

that "news incorporates political values, which arise from a range of influences, from a 

routine information gathering to recruitment patterns of journalists and shared ideological 

assumptions of the wider society" (p. 26). Hallin and Mancini stated that journalists might be 

committed to the idea of objectivity in journalism, but some of the influences mentioned 

could constrain them from being neutral. 
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7.1.5 COMPLEXITY 
The fifth feature of regional parallelism is its complexity. The character of Nigerian 

journalism is not plain north/south dichotomy. It reflects other complexities of Nigerian 

society. This complexity can be inter-regional between north and south, intra regional, inter- 

ethnic or inter-religious. As discussed by some of the respondents during the interviews, 

majority of newspaper owners in Nigeria are not from the south-west or Lagos in particular, 

they are from the south-south region, the oil producing area of Nigeria. But because Lagos is 

the economic and business capital of Nigeria, for these newspapers to survive they have to be 

located in Lagos. Beyond that, for the newspaper to succeed, these proprietors employ people 

from the south-west, the Yoruba in particular to serve as editors because they are more 

familiar with the intricacies involved in terms of securing advertisement and even the nature 

of readership. This is because of the historical and economic advantage the region has. 

Another complexity involved is the issue of corruption within the media itself, which was 

pointed out almost by all the respondents. Corruption within the media goes beyond regional 

considerations; it is for those who are willing to pay. In the words of one of the respondents, a 

lot of the news, articles and columns are "full of impurities". Part of the complexity as 

identified by some of the respondents is that the bias of the newspapers does not necessarily 

come in news stories; it is mostly in the commentary and editorial sections of the newspapers. 

7.1.6 INCONCLUSIVE (NOT ABSOLUTE). 
The final feature of regional parallelism is that it is not absolute. It is not absolute in the sense 

that the newspapers do not side with their region because of a deliberate conspiracy or 

consensus between them. A number of the respondents, even though they pointed at the 

apparent nature of regionalism in journalism practice, they indicated that many of the 

newspapers from any part of the country can be balanced in their reporting, as confirmed by 
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these two examples, the first from a senior journalist in a southern newspaper, and the second 

from a senior journalist in a northern newspaper. 

"Now the northern papers had the tendency to do what you call `namu ne'. that for a long 

time did not help the newspapers that were coming from the north until Daily Trust blessed 

the trail, it is not that it does not exist in Daily Trust but they try as much as possible not to 

show it "67 

"I think it will be risky for one to make a generalised statement because so many of them 

have been fairly balanced, depending on whom the proprietors are, because there is quite a 

variety in the south" 

Some of the journalists interviewed also suggested that a new era in Nigerian journalism is on 

the way because a number of the senior journalists at the moment received their training in 

journalism and university education after the civil war which took place from 1967-1970, but 

the ones joining the profession at the moment received their education and training under 

different circumstances. Though it may take time, but the new era may gradually set in. 

Regionalism in the newspapers may not be absolute because Nigerian newspapers have a 

long history of establishing a national consensus when it comes to issues of national survival, 

from the colonial era when the country was struggling for independence, to the struggle 

especially in the 1980s and 1990s to purge the country out of military rule, to the criticism 

against government policies that might have negative consequences on the polity, or an 

attempt by some politicians to amend the constitution in order to elongate their stay in 

power. 68 

67 Namu ne means he is ours, who belongs to us. 

68 See chapter two for more on the historical landscape of Nigerian newspapers. 
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Perhaps one of the factors that will contribute in the new era in Nigerian journalism is the war 

against corruption, despite the criticism on how the anti-corruption agencies conduct their 

affairs, a number of the newspapers that may be accused on some occasions of siding with 

their region, or commentators seen as ethnic chauvinists collectively condemn the politicians 

accused of corruption. Many of the respondents interviewed agree that corruption has no 

ethnic or regional colouration, it is individual based. However many of the respondents also 

pointed out that political office holders are afraid of media publicity, and it is their view that 

the media was more active in the last eight years of civilian administration than some of the 

arms of government. 

According to Oyovbaire (2001) in his discussion of Nigerian media landscape, he pointed out 

that the coverage of news in the Nigerian media is drawn from the complex and plural nature 

of the country. He summarised the entire picture of Nigerian media in the following words: 

We have identified that the south-west of the country is the materialist location of the 
Nigerian media which coincides with the Yoruba nationality, early evangelisation of 
Christianity, propagation of western education and establishment of the seat of colonial and 
post-colonial government together with the large and flourishing market forces and patronage 
which aided the locational stimuli of the media. The readership audience for marketing its 
role, mandate and products was the south-west, this historical location continued to provide 
the arrowhead for opinion formation, legitimisation of media contents, agitation and agenda- 
setting. 

This highlights the difficulty among journalists to shun away from issues of regionalism, 

because it is part of the make-up of the country. For example, the newspapers always pay 

attention to appointments by the sitting president, if one section of the country is seen to be 

favoured over the other, the newspapers from the section of the country that feels 

marginalised will complain about it. The following examples from The Guardian newspaper, 

published in the South, and Daily Trust published in the north will be illustrative. Two 

leading columnists from these newspapers have at different time or another complained over 
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committee compositions by the federal government. First, Mohammed Haruna who runs a 

Column in the Daily Trust mentioned this about the national political reform conference69 

called by former president Olusegun Obasanjo: 

The controversy surrounding the composition of the leadership and membership of the 
National Political Reform Conference has once again brought to the fore the importance of 
the mass media in shaping public opinion and in policy making and implementation. When 
President Olusegun Obasanjo decided to make virtually the entire leadership of the NPRC 
Christian and also decided to give them a nearly two thirds majority edge over Muslims in its 
membership in a country he himself says is 50: 50 Muslim/Christian, he knew he could count 
on the conspiratorial silence, if not the support, of most of the Nigerian mass media in his 
flagrant breach of the same Nigerian Constitution he has sworn to defend. Clearly the 
president has not been disappointed. Three weeks into the Conference, there has been a 
deafenin% silence from most of the Nigerian mass media over the president's blatant act of 
injustice. ° 

During the political reform conference there was anger particularly among Muslims and 

people from northern Nigeria because as stated by Haruna, majority of the members were 

Christians including the chairman and the secretary. While the secretary of the committee, 

Revered Father Mathew Hassan Kukah was from the north, which partly conforms to the 

tradition of regional balancing or federal character in appointments, usually such 

appointments combine either a Christian from the south and a Muslim from the north and 

vice versa except in exceptional circumstances. 71 Therefore Muslims felt underrepresented in 

the composition of the committee, and that was the point being made by Haruna, that former 

president Olusegun Obasanjo being a Christian from the south is marginalising the Muslims. 

69 The national political reform conference was called by former president Olusegun Obasanjo to discuss issues 
of national importance like resource control and allocation, the system of government that best suits the country 
between presidential and parliamentary or other systems of government. However there is the view that the main 
reason for the conference was to suggest the amendment of the constitution so that the former president could 
have the opportunity to succeed himself. 

70 See Muslims and the National Conference: the Case of Blaming the Victim available at 
http: //www. gamii. com/haruna/haruna. htm downloaded 20th /11/2008. The Columns written by Mohammed 
Haruna on Wednesdays in the Daily Trust newspaper are also available in his web page people and politics 
hosted by www. pamii. com. 
71 The federal government finally appointed Professor Ishaq Oloyede, then deputy vice chancellor (academic) 
university of Ilorin to serve as co-secretary alongside Rev Mathew Kukah in order to balance the composition of 
the leadership of the National Political Reform Conference. See Islamic Group, Lawyer Hail Oloyede's 
appointment available at http: //www. thisdayonline. com/nview. php? id=12050 downloaded 20th/11/2008. 
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The second example is on the composition of the police reform committee established by the 

current president, Umaru Musa ̀ Yaraduwa, a Muslim from northern Nigeria. Commenting on 

this in his column, Dr Reuben Abati who chairs the editorial board of the Guardian 

newspaper stated this in one of his columns: 

On Tuesday, President Umaru Yar'Adua inaugurated a 16-man police reform panel 
led by Alhaji M. D. Yusufu, a retired police man, There have been complaints about 
the composition of the panel, focussing mainly on its lack of ethnic balancing, and its 
domination by former police men and women whereas the panel ought to be more 
representative, to include other stakeholders particularly civil society groups who are 
directly affected by police functions. 72 

The complaint is about the composition of the committee by having more northerners and 

Muslims. What the complain signifies within Nigerian context is that `Yaraduwa is favouring 

Muslims and northerners since he is both Muslim and from the north. This position taken by 

two leading columnists in the Guardian and Daily Trust is not new; it has been part of the 

character of the Nigerian press. While the views expressed by both journalists may be their 

personal opinion, but it will be difficult also to divorce it from the societal pressure and the 

interest of readers of both papers. With regards to the police reform committee, Afenifere 

even issued a statement calling on the attention of the president that there is no Yoruba in the 

committee. 
73 

72 See Much Ado about police reform available at 
http: //www. nigerianmuse. com/200801 1111 103 8zg nigeriawatch/abati/Much ado about police reform 
by Reuben Abati downloaded 20th /11/2008. Articles published in the Guardian by Dr Reuben Abati are 
available in different websites managed by Nigerians. 

" Afenifere is the leading Yoruba socio-cultural and political organisation in the southwest. "In a statement by 
its National Publicity Secretary, Mr. Yinka Odumakin, the group said the non-inclusion of a Yoruba person in 
the 16-man panel was unacceptable to the South- West people: "In an ideal situation, we would have expected a 
broadminded President to ensure that each geo-political zone in the country has at least three members in a 22- 
man committee. Or is the President saying the Yoruba do not need policing? Or are we no longer part of 
Nigeria? We will not buy any argument that Yar'Adua is only picking people on competence without 
geography. Will that explain why the chairmen of his Political Reform Panel and Police Reform Committee are 
both from Kastina , while the chairman of the Energy Council is from Zaria ? ", See President on the spot over 
"Northernization of Nigeria" by Oluokun Ayorinde available at 
http: //www. thephctelegraph. com/stories/June. %202008/2206feat 05. html downloaded 20th /11/2008. 
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7.2 JOURNALISM AND CULTURE 
Journalism cannot be divorced from the society in which it is practiced. According to 

Mancini (2007) "There is one main reason why I believe that the idea of journalism culture 

can be very useful: it allows journalism to be placed in the widest social and political context 

in which it develops", this is because "Unlike other professions, journalism is not a neutral, 

aseptic profession that can be separated from the surrounding social and political reality" 

(p. 1). Thus, journalism practice in Nigeria is not an exception, and the views already 

expressed by the respondents points to that. This does not mean that the views of the 

respondents should be seen as sacred facts; rather they were able to capture a view already 

held by the scholars. Because it is the culture which produces the national political culture74 

through which individuals understand and interpret issues whether in relation to corruption or 

otherwise. Therefore it will be helpful to elaborate on the cultural specificities of the 

Nigerian society. 

Islam is an integral part of life among Muslims in northern Nigeria, and it is an important 

yardstick in measuring who is of good behaviour over a deviant, responsible or irresponsible, 

and these moral codes determine the kind of respect you receive from the society, and on the 

other hand those moral conducts shape how an individual also deals with other members of 

the society. An important contribution in this area is Kirk-Greene's thesis of Malam 

Bahaushe Mutumin kirki (meaning "a good Hausa man"). 75 The thesis suggests that there are 

ten qualities that define mutumin kirki, they are: gaskiya "truth", amana "trust", karamci 

74 See chapter one for additional details on political culture. 

75 Hausa is both a language and an ethnic group found in many parts of west Africa, especially in Nigeria, Niger, 
Ghana, Cameroon, Chad etc. majority of them are Muslims, and they constitute the single largest community in 
northern Nigeria. But there are a lot of Muslims in northern Nigeria who are not Hausas, like Fulani, Kanuri, but 
many of them also use Hausa as their lingua franca. Intermarriages and cultural proximity is also breaking the 
cultural differences among them. The term Hausa in certain circumstances means these three ethnic groups, 
especially the Hausa and Fulani. In fact Hausa-Fulani is now a popular term used to refer to Muslims from 
northern Nigeria. 
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"generosity", hakuri "patience", hankali "sense, common sense", kunya "shame 

(bashfulness), modesty", ladabi "good manners", mutunci "humanity" hikima "religious 

wisdom", adalci "religious scruples" (Hunter & Oumarou 1998, p. 168). These according to 

Hunter and Oumarou "are the qualities that build hali, character" and they define the 

personality and language behaviour of the person (Hunter & Oumarou 1998, p. 169). These 

moral codes which define the character of the "ideal" Hausa person , "will have direct link to 

Islam, which is the matrix of life and behaviour for the Muslim Hausa" (Adamu, 2000, p. 

8). 76 Overtime these qualities were assimilated into the culture, and they are seen more as 

cultural rather than religious values. 

At least two lessons can be derived from this thesis in relation to the practice of journalism 

especially among the Muslims from northern Nigeria. First, if we take the example cited by 

the editor above that they face pressure from people to censor stories because the person is an 

elder or a brother, then perhaps it is an indication that the elites selectively exploit some of 

the qualities of mutumin kirki such as kunya "shame, modesty" and ladabi "good manners"; 

the two qualities as they are applied among the Hausa people suggest a person who remains 

calm and reserved as a courtesy to someone he respects, even though he may disagree with 

him or disapproves of his actions. And second, what will make the journalists counter the 

elite may depend on their ability to apply some of the qualities of mutumin kirki like gaskiya 

"truth", and amana "trust", terms that fit into the values of journalism in its ideal form. 

Where the journalists failed to uphold these principal values that is perhaps when the issues 

raised by some of the respondents that northerners are deferral to the authorities may hold 

water. 

76 Adamu has further refined the Malam Bahaushe Mutumin kirki thesis in the same work by merging it with 
the works of Habib Alhassan, Usman Ibrahim Musa and Rabi'u Muhammad Zarru to produce eighteen codes of 
behaviour. 
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The work of Schultz (2007a, 2007b) will be relevant in understanding journalistic culture and 

how the production of news is influenced by economic, cultural and environmental factors. 

Though reporters may go ahead and write their reports, the editors decide the angle which the 

report should take. This according to Schultz might explain why a single report might be 

reported in different ways. Such differences may explain why specific journalistic cultures 

shape journalism practice, and this according to Shultz is where the contribution of Hallin 

and Mancini (2004) on Media Systems becomes more relevant, because it seeks to 

contextualise journalistic practice within cultural and historical space. With this in mind, 

since this research also is rooted in the works of Hallin and Mancini (2004), it is easier to 

understand how the issues raised by the respondents in terms of the historical, economic and 

cultural factors shape the orientation of journalism practice in Nigeria. 

Drawing from the ideas of Bourdieu, Schultz discussed the concept of field which is one of 

the contributions of Bourdieu in which the field seeks to explain the relationship between 

journalism as a field, and the economic and other social practices that influences it. What this 

suggests according to Schultz is that newspapers for example are not autonomous in 

themselves, but they are autonomous in terms of their political or ideological linkage when 

they are compared to other newspapers. As such it can be argued that the Guardian of 

London is left wing or left of centre when it is compared to Daily Telegraph which is seen as 

right of the centre. This argument is significant for this research because in addition to further 

explaining the relevance of the data used, it suggests that issues of regionalism, north and 

south, Muslims and Christians become relevant when they are compared to each other. In 

Bourdieu's perception about the field theory "positions are defined by opposition, such as 

teacher=student, author=literary agent... " (Hanks, 2005 p. 72). This could further suggest 
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that though journalists are conscious of the regional and ethnic divide in the way journalism 

is practiced in Nigeria, but overall what is happening is a struggle between the social 

structure of the society, and the newspapers are serving as the medium where the competition 

between these social forces is revealing itself. Still drawing from Bourdieu, Shultz suggests 

that journalism in this respect should be seen as part of the means of cultural production. 

7.3 JOURNALISM AND CLIENTELISM 
Journalism as a profession claims to uphold certain principles, these principles include 

honesty, impartiality, accuracy etc, but this is the ideal picture; a common feature in many 

countries, which contradicts those "ideal" principles, is clientelism. Though it exists even in 

developed societies, but it is more visible in countries that are still struggling with the 

challenges of development. Clientelism "is a particularistic form of social organisation, in 

which formal rules are less important relative to personal connections" (Hallin and Mancini 

2004, p. 58). According to Hallin and Mancini, the culture of clientelism can be found both in 

the private and public media. Appointment of chief executives of media organisations are 

made to fulfil certain political obligations and failure to abide by the unwritten expectations 

may result in the dismissal of the official. In the case of private media organisations, the 

proprietors have access to government officials and they use the media outfits to satisfy the 

needs of their political friends. Government officials also use their positions to punish those 

who refuse to do their bidding. 

In discussing clientelism and corruption in Nigeria, reference has to be made to the scholarly 

contribution of Richard A Joseph's book on Democracy and Prebendal Politics in Nigeria 

(1988). The work studied Nigerian politics in the second republic and how different ethnic, 

regional and other interest groups struggle to accumulate the resources of the state for 
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personal or sectional reasons. A situation which ended up promoting excessive corruption 

and clientelism. According to Diamond (1989): 

Joseph's crucial contribution is his notion of `prebendal' system. Drawing heavily 

(but not inflexibly) on Max Weber, Joseph uses the term prebendal to define ̀ patterns 

of political behaviour which rest on the justifying principle that [state] offices should 

be competed for and then utilised for the personal benefit of office holders and as well 

as of their reference or support group'... part of the value of Joseph's approach is his 

deep and well documented appreciation of the pressures and norms from below which 

help to propel and legitimate the system (pp. 284-285). 

This is a significant contribution in trying to understand the relationship between clientelism 

and journalism practice in Nigeria. Nigerian political landscape, politicians and even 

members of the public have not changed from the depiction of Joseph in his thesis of 

prebendal politics in Nigeria. The very politicians, whose view of public office is to gather 

resources for personal use or to serve certain interests, are the very ones who invest in the 

media. Beyond that it is common for members of the public to view the newspaper or other 

media of communication as representing their interest or that of their region or ethnic group. 

The views expressed by the respondents in chapter six on how some ministers tried to punish 

some newspapers for not supporting them because of regional affiliation, or the killing of 

stories because of the political position of a politician within a particular ethnic group is 

simply a reflection of the larger society. As discussed by Bayley (1966), this is one of the 

reasons why it is important to pay attention to the role of culture in defining corruption. 

7.3.1 CLIENTELISM AND PROFESSIONALISM 
One of the effects of clientelism is that it compromises professionalism for other political and 

cultural considerations. According to one of the respondents with the Guardian Newspaper, 

one of the reasons why newspapers could not survive in northern Nigeria, is not necessarily 
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because of lack of advertisement, but because of what in his words described as "namu ne", 

meaning "he is ours", and he stated that such attitude began to change when "Daily Trust 

Blessed the trail", and that is perhaps why Daily Trust refused to succumb to the pressure 

from the minister. This situation is common in most of the newspapers. According to one of 

the respondents who worked with the Punch newspaper, the major challenge he faced in his 

job, was when he writes and criticises President Olusegun Obasanjo, at the end of the day he 

was dismissed from his job on the excuse that he purchased an expensive car which he 

couldn't afford to buy from his salary. 

This culture of clientelism has an in effect in the practice of investigative journalism, because 

of the connection between senior government officials whose wrongdoing might be 

investigated, and the proprietors who might be interested in government favours. As 

confirmed by the respondents, it is a common knowledge that some journalists initiate 

investigation into the profile and private life of high ranking government officials in order to 

identify a scandal, once they discover something that might interest the public, they present it 

to the official and threaten the official to pay for the story or else they will get it published, 

and many officials succumb to this blackmail. The paradox here is that the investigation has 

been carried out, the facts have become obvious, but the intention is simply to extort the 

victim. 

7.3.2 CLIENTELISM AND INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM 
So clientelism which is a feature of many developing countries interferes with the ability of 

journalists to investigate corruption scandals. And it is clear from the views expressed by the 

respondents that both politicians and journalists are interested in this clientelist relationship 

because it serves the following purposes. First politicians take advantage of their regional or 

ethnic affiliation with either the journalist or their proprietors to draw sentiments that will 
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make the politicians have their way. Second, proprietors and editors are interested in the 

advertising revenue and other patronages they can receive from the officials, hence making 

them kill or ignore stories affecting their clients. However this may not always be the case, 

because the frequency of stories about corruption scandals is increasing by the day, 

principally due to the activities of the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission (EFCC). 

The activities of these commissions has created a sense of competition among Nigerian 

newspapers that newspapers will seldom ignore stories about corruption even if it involves 

their proprietors. Perhaps there could be differences in the use of language. For instance the 

Sun newspaper allegedly owned by former Abia State Governor Orji Uzo Kalu reported his 

arrest as "Kalu held", and one of the respondents from that newspaper rhetorically asked 

what is the difference between "Kalu held" and "Kalu arrested"?, the latter being the phrase 

used by some newspapers. But going through the comments in the newspaper, the reports 

took the perspective that Kalu is simply being victimised by the EFCC because he was a 

critique of former president Olusegun Obasanjo, and the EFCC is simply hunting the enemies 

of the former president. Thirdly, clientelism takes the form of blackmail, especially when 

journalists use the wrongdoing of a politician to extort him. 

What this indicates is that, investigative journalism may exist theoretically, but the way it is 

used in exposing corruption scandals may be surrounded by other factors associated with the 

internal dynamics of the society such as clientelism, corruption, ethnicity and regionalism, 

and the understanding of these factors will help a lot in the way questions such as journalistic 

autonomy and professionalism are addressed. 

However there is a variation in the way the journalists express their understanding of 

investigative journalism. Some of the respondents look at investigative journalism as giving 
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exposure to stories that will expose the corruption of public office holders. The emphasis is 

on what Tumber and Waisbord (2004) described as "moral transgressions" in which public 

office holders fail to live up to the standards expected of them, and once such stories get to 

the media, they attract public attention. 

Some of the respondents pay attention to the digging of facts. Looking beyond the surface 

evidence. As identified by one young journalist, investigative journalism "is just a way of 

going an extra mile into finding more facts, figures or even more information about an event 

or an issue that is making the news ". 

The journalist above was able to identify at least three key points required in investigative 

journalism, the first is going "extra mile", that is going beyond the routine, or reliance on 

handouts from news sources, who may perhaps try to control what goes out. This point 

corresponds with what (Brennen, 2000) explains as going beyond the routine by serving as 

keepers and educators of public conscience. The second point "finding more facts" and 

"figures", means that going beyond the routine itself is not enough, all allegations must be 

supported by facts or figures, and that is what differentiates quality journalism from its 

opposite. And the third point, it has to be on "an issue that is making the news". This is the 

point where the connection between scandal and corruption is established from 

communication perspective. One of the characteristics of scandal as discussed by Lull and 

Hinerman (1997) is that it attracts public attention through the news media. 

As explained by Goddard (2006), investigative journalism is done to promote public interest. 

The understanding of investigative journalism by some of the respondents reinforces 

Goddard's position as confirmed by this woman editor, "Well I guess it is when you come 
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across a topic which is of public interest and you pursue it to the very end whatever the 

troubles ahead'. From the perspective of this journalist, two things are important, the notion 

of public interest, and the trouble that might come with it. 

Scholars who defined corruption gave similar emphasis on the notion of public interest. 

Sandholtz and Koetzle (2000)77 in their classification of corruption started by identifying a 

public interest definition of corruption which focuses on the behaviour of the public official 

in discharging his responsibility and the extent to which he violates public interest. Looking 

at the revelations coming from various newspapers about allegation of wrongdoing by 

politicians, for example the revelation that over $16 billion has been embezzled by the 

administration of former president Olusegun Obasanjo, or the use of $5 million dollars by 

the former speaker of the House of Representatives Patricia Etteh and her Deputy Babangida 

Nguruje to renovate their houses and purchase new cars even when university teachers 

constantly go on strike, it is only fair to assume that the notion of public interest will be in the 

conscience of journalists in practicing their profession. 78 

While there are differences in the way the journalists framed their understanding of 

investigative journalism, what their views suggest is that investigative journalism has a 

common purpose, educating the public and standing for truth. But to be successful in 

investigating stories, there are some factors that should be available. Investigative journalism 

cannot be practiced in isolation; simply because a journalist likes to uncover a scandal, he 

77 See chapter one for more on various definitions of corruption. 

7a For details about the $16 billion allegation, see the Nigerian Tribune of 18 March, 2008 which 
reports that "The House of Representatives was a focus of attention last week as it began a public 
hearing on investigations into how the last administration spent $16billion on the power sector 
without much to show for it". Also see the story on former Speaker Patricia Etteh see "Nigeria's 
speaker goes in graft row" reported by the BBC on October 30th, 2007. 
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doesn't just pick his pen and paper and go into the field. He needs resources from the 

organisation; the judiciary should be strong enough to stand against interference from 

powerful officials or people with strong link to government. The journalist also requires 

special training about safety, and be aware of the consequences that may arise from his 

action. The society also has a role to play in this regard in terms of the way it treats those in 

authority especially if they are found guilty, so that the effort of investigative journalists 

doesn't end at breaking news only. This point is important because as discussed in chapter 

one, among the features of scandal as identified by Lull and Hinerman (1997) is that apart 

from reporting the scandal widely in the mass media, the people involved should take 

responsibility for their action, and the stories must attract public attention and response. 

7.3.3 CONSEQUENCES OF INVESTIGATIVE JOURNALISM 
The respondents were also mindful of the consequences that might come with investigative 

journalism. Such consequences could mean losing ones job, the risk of losing life as the case 

was with late "Dele Giwa, founding editor of Newswatch, the country's foremost 

newsmagazine, [who] was blasted to death in October 1986 by a letter bomb suspected to 

have been sent on orders of a top official of the military regime in power" (Ette, 2000, p. 68), 

and the bombing of Bagauda Kalto, the correspondent of The News Magazine in Kaduna, 

allegedly for writing stories the military regime of the time was not comfortable with 

(Ibrahim, 2003). And in some cases, those who manage to survive with their life might end of 

with a deformity for life as discussed earlier. 

Though many journalists have the passion to uncover stories, but the economic situation of 

the country, the absence of a legal protection due to lack of an independent judiciary and the 

fear of the unknown might prevent journalists from investigating corruption scandals, even if 

they fully understand what it means, and so the routine handout journalism might prevail. It is 
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clear from the views expressed by the respondents, that they have reservations on whether 

investigative journalism is actually practiced by Nigerian journalists. As discussed by 

Waisbord (2000), investigative journalism has to stem from the effort of the journalist, by 

looking at information and facts such that the result of the investigation is worthy of changing 

the mood of the public. 

In the words of one of the respondents from Guardian newspaper, "Investigation is not 

something that even some of these young people have had about because we don't do it at all 

here. Investigation is not something that you start yesterday and that will end today". The 

reference to "these young people", meaning young journalists who have not been in the 

profession for a long time confirms the reservation of many journalists on whether 
2 

investigative journalism is practiced at all in Nigeria. 

As discussed by Lull and Hinerman (1997) '79 among the features of scandals is that those 

involved have to take responsibility for their action, and feel the impact of their wrongdoing. 

What is perhaps clear is that within the context of Nigeria, and to a large extent many 

developing countries, there is need for a redefinition of investigative journalism from the 

ideal type of investigative journalism. 

The inability of the media in developing countries to conduct investigative journalism in its 

"ideal" form may also be related to the economic situations in those countries because of the 

control of resources by the governments which make it nearly impossible for media 

organisations to survive. Waisbord (2000) aptly described the situation where he points out 

that "the intertwined political and economic relations between news companies and the state 

79 See chapter one for more details on the definitions and features of scandal. 
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made impossible the affirmation of the model of an "independent, " "fourth estate" press, a 

model that views the reporting of official wrongdoing as one of its priorities and obligations. 

In countries where the state remained in control of vital resources for press economies, rarely 

were news organisations willing to criticise governments out of fear that such reporting 

would have damaging political and economic consequences" (p. xxi). 

The press in Nigeria has a history of taking adversarial stands against government positions 

from colonial to post colonial days which may be one of the factors that keep the newspaper 

industry moving. However, the media is not completely immuned from the factors described 

by Waisbord. A scan through Nigerian newspapers will reveal that the pages are full of 

adverts congratulating the government or the president on his birthday, independence 

celebrations, New Year celebration, democracy day or best wishes from cronies who want to 

maintain their relevance or use that to seek more favours. Such adverts are sought by 

commercial departments of the media organisations because it provides them with the 

revenue required to sustain themselves. As explained by one of the editors of the newspapers, 

sometime when newspapers refused to cooperate, they get punished by being denied such 

advertisements. 

According to Hallin and Mancini (2004) journalism cannot be practiced outside the culture in 

which it is being practiced. This therefore as stated earlier requires a negotiated definition 

that will either look at investigative journalism as conceived by journalist within their 

specific domain, or come up with another definition or term that accommodates the realities 

of other countries. Perhaps this is where Waisbord's (2000) idea of watchdog journalism 

which does not claim the "ideal" type of investigative journalism, but lives up to the 

responsibility of disclosing official wrongdoing becomes relevant. It is clear that though 
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Nigerian newspapers do try within the limit of their resources and conception of investigative 

journalism to expose the cases of corruption scandals, they do not completely agree that it is 

being practiced. This is where the idea of watchdog journalism may provide a suitable 

alternative. 

No matter how professional the media may be, and no matter the fashion from journalists to 

expose corruption scandals, they may only succeed if they are supported by other institutions 

in the society. If the judiciary is not strong enough to punish those who violate rules and 

procedure, and the legislator becomes lame-duck and unable to investigate and put pressure 

on erring officials, and the civil society becomes dull and ineffective, while the average 

person in the society is whirling in ignorance and poverty, coupled with the corruption within 

the media itself, the likely thing that will happen is the triumph of handout journalism. These 

challenges faced by the press whether in Nigeria or elsewhere do confirm the reservations of 

those who have concerns about the watchdog role of the media as the fourth estate of realm. 

This brings us to the obstacle faced by journalists when trying to investigate stories. 

7.4 OBSTACLES 
Nigerian journalists face numerous challenges. As discussed earlier and acknowledged by the 

respondents; those who try to uphold the principle of investigative journalism may risk their 

lives especially if they want to attempt to follow the Anglo-American model of investigative 

journalism. The cases of Dele Giwa and, Bagauda Kalto are typical example of how risky it 

could be to be in the bad books of senior political figures. In Nigeria, especially during 

military rule, it was common to close down media houses, arrest and detain journalist or 

confiscate their working materials. Even under a civilian administration, the media was not 
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free from government effort to scuttle their activities when the government perceived them to 

be over stepping their boundaries. 80 

The challenge of government interference undermines the ability of the journalists not only in 

unearthing corruption scandals, but also in their routine activities. This is more prevalent with 

the government owned news media. A respondent who was an editor formerly in two 

governments owned newspapers had a bitter experience with the chairmen of the board of 

directors who were the government representatives in both newspapers. According to the 

journalist's account editorial decision will be taken, but the following morning the journalist 

will see on the pages of the same paper a news headline and editorial different from the one 

agreed and written the previous day. This was happening at a time in the mid 1980s when the 

government was considering introducing the Structural Adjustment Programme which 

created a harsh economic situation in the country. The journalists had to resign in protest. In 

some newspapers and radio or television stations, some state governments gave instruction to 

the media houses to make sure they carry the stories featuring the state governor first before 

other stories. When journalists find themselves in this situation, it will be difficult for them to 

even contemplate anything near investigative journalism or writing reports that will implicate 

senior officials. The media houses in this case are simply part of the state bureaucracy. 

But the media itself has its own internal problems. One of the respondents, a former president 

of the Nigeria union of journalists mentioned that in almost every story written there is a 

kickback. After covering an event, journalists normally wait for a post coverage fee, what is 

commonly known as "kwa", a neologism derived from communique into communi-kwa and 

8° For a detailed account on the risk and intimidation including loss of life that happened in recent years under a 
civilian administration in Nigeria see World Press Freedom Review on Nigeria by the International Press 
Institute available at: 
http: //www. freemedia. at/cros/ipi/freedom detail. html? country=/KW000IIKW0006/KWO171/. 
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then short-formed to "Kwa". The money is used for transportation and the purchasing of top- 

up-cards for mobile phones; the amount is normally between one thousand Naira to five 

thousand Naira, (five to fourty pounds), this according a senior journalist from the Nation 

Newspaper does not indicate an intention to influence the story (though it does in away 

because the journalists may ignore the story if they did not receive the bribe), but when the 

journalist is given hundred thousand Naira (four hundred pounds), then it is a real bribe 

aimed at influencing the story. Many journalists establish a rapport with politicians through 

coverage of events, which in many occasions translate into appointment as press secretaries, 

special assistants, special advisers, etc. 

The challenge of advertising revenue and lack of adequate training and modern equipments is 

a serious impediment in journalists practice. Many journalists do not know how to use a 

computer, where they do, access to internet is not smooth such that they can easily get stories, 

though there is a significant improvement as many journalists either from personal effort or 

from loans given by their proprietors try to own laptop computers in order to ease their work. 

But on the job training remains a major challenge. 

However it is fair to say that journalists in Nigeria fall into the trap of politicians and news 

sources and sometimes being compromised, not necessarily because they intentionally decide 

to be corrupt. It is because they can't be different from the society they work in. where a 

journalists is underpaid, he doesn't have working materials, he cannot produce stories 

through magic, he has to find a means of survival. Many journalists carefully confirm that 

some newspapers, in particular Thisday, has a reputation of giving its staff identity cards and 

leaving them to survive on the favours of their news sources. Going by Gans (1979) theory 

of it takes two tango; it is clear who will take a better advantage between the journalist and 
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the source. The journalists are certainly not happy with the situation, and in the words of one 

of the respondents and a senior figure of the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission, he 

described journalists among the best Nigerians and among the most patriotic. 

7.4.1 CORRUPTION WITHIN THE MEDIA 
The fact that the journalists themselves point at the media as suffering from corruption 

internally poses the question as to whether corruption within the media is similar to 

corruption in politics. The answer may not be a definite yes or no. However from the 

responses of the journalists interviewed, there could be some reasons that may provide 

indications as to the differences between corruption within the media, and corruption in 

politics which the media shows interest in reporting. There are at least five points that will be 

of interest here. 

First is the anger of the journalists about corruption in politics. Of all the journalists 

interviewed, their body language, and the way they emotionally respond to the questions 

suggests that they are not happy with the corruption in government, even if they contribute to 

the corruption within the media. In fact two of the respondents, one from the Guardian and 

the other from the Punch said they are also not saints. 

The second reason which could differentiate between corruption within the media and 

corruption in politics is the desire shown by the media in reporting these cases of corruption. 

Even if it is for commercial reasons, it was an indication that the press is concerned about 

political corruption and is willing to report it as much as possible. According to a respondent 

who is a senior executive in the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission, journalists are 

among the best Nigerians, and some of the cases investigated by the commission were a 
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follow up of stories carried by the press, as such, if the journalists become corrupt, it is 

because it is hard for them to be different from the society they live in. 

The third reason which will also be highlighted later, is the lack of strong capital base which 

will allow the media to have the strength to investigate stories, expose it and still survive the 

anger of authorities should they decide to punish the media by denying it government 

patronage like advertising etc. A former president of the Nigeria Union of Journalists who 

was among the respondents suggests that the best way for the media to be independent in 

Nigeria is to have a reform that will bring consolidation so that different media organisations 

could merge and have a strong capital base as was done to the banking sector which made the 

banks stronger. 81 Though this argument by the journalist may have a merit, but there could be 

concerns that such an effort will hand over the media to few powerful individual 

organisations as the case is for instance in the west with Murdock press or the Time Warner 

Company and other few conglomerates that monopolise the media industry. 

The fourth reason that may differentiate between corruption within the media and corruption 

in politics is poor remuneration. Journalists are underpaid; this is one of the points raised by 

many of the respondents. Among the few newspapers that have a large capital base, the 

earning of their staff does not correspond with the profit they make. This situation has the 

tendency to encourage journalists to use their profession to make money since their 

proprietors are exploiting them to make money. 

81 Another concern is that after Sanusi Lamido Sanusi took over as. the Central Bank Governor of Nigeria from 
Professor Charles Soludo who introduced the consolidation of the banking sector, a lot of corruption was 
uncovered to the extent that the Central Bank had to sack some of the chief executives of the banks, and inject 
money up to 400 billion Naira into the banks so that they don't collapse. See "Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) 
Sacks 5 bank CEO's, injects 400 billion into banks available at: http: //www. chairmankint. com/central-bank- 
nigeria-cbn-sacks-5-bank-ceos-injects-400-naira-billion-banks-20090814/ downloaded 17/01/2010. 
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The fifth reason is the pressure from the society. People pay attention to the type of work you 

do. It is easy for instance for people to assume that a reporter attached to the presidency, 

governor's office or the national assembly is making money, because the beat he is reporting 

from may be considered as lucrative. Even fellow journalists may have the same assumption 

and perhaps start looking for the time they will be given similar assignment. A luxurious 

lifestyle is attached to certain kind of jobs; in fact friends and relatives may even suggest that 

this is the opportunity to take your share from the national cake. Such pressure may force 

journalists not only to accept bribe but also use their position to seek for government favours. 

The five points above do not provide an excuse to media practitioners to become corrupt, 

especially the final point which may facilitate a stronger clientelist relationship between 

journalists and government officials. But what this suggests is that journalists are human 

beings with needs like people in other professions, the society in which they live also affects 

their thinking and ideological orientation. 

7.4.2 POOR CAPITALISATION 
The journalists interviewed have shown strong concern about the need for a strong capital 

base that will ensure a smooth running of the newspaper industry. This indeed is a valid 

argument. Perhaps the journalists are concerned about the encroachment of external 

influences that may take advantage of the weak financial base of the newspapers to satisfy 

their interests. Another issue that can be deduced from here is that perhaps journalists in 

Nigeria are looking up to other media conglomerates in the world like CNN, BBC etc 

because they have a strong financial base which enables them to run their operations 

smoothly sometimes by rejecting expensive adverts. 82 And there could be a number of 

82 For example CNN rejected Barack Obama's 30 minutes infomercial aired in various television 
stations in the US. See 30-minute Obama ad shows campaign muscle available at 
http: //edition. cnn. com/2008/POLITICS/10/29/campaian. muscle/ downloaded 29/11/2008. 
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reasons for that. First is the influence of the Anglo-American media in Nigeria as both BBC 

and CNN are known in the country. The second is that many of the journalists as indicated in 

the interviews received their training in some of these big media organisations, or had even 

worked in them. The third reason could be that the university departments that train 

journalists in the country do train journalists based on the Anglo-American model as some of 

the teachers received their training either in England or the United States (Murphy and 

Scotton, 1987). This view, though apt, may be simplistic in the sense that even the media in 

the west do face a lot of challenges in terms of the way they operate, classical example can be 

found in the work of Franklin (2004) in his work on packaging politics where he cited 

examples of how the BBC received Oaks during Margret Thatcher's government on license 

fee, or the informal censorship and the influence of spin during Tony Blair's government. 

Herman and Chomsky's work (1988) and (2002) on the propaganda model was an additional 

example of how capitalism may work against the interest of media organisations. 83 

What however may be needed in the case of Nigerian media is a high degree of social 

responsibility. This responsibility may be in two ways. The first is by diversifying and 

encouraging the establishment of local newspapers that may satisfy local interests. This is 

possible by coming up with government policies that make the starting of newspaper 

businesses to be flexible, and have low taxation on the import of news prints and other 

machines needed for newspaper production. It is not easy to maintain a national daily in a 

country with a population of over one hundred and forty million people. To do so there is 

need for massive capital which ensures the employment of staff and offices in almost every 

83 An example of the inadequacy of western media can be found in the build up of the war on Iraq where Judith 
Miller, the New York Times reporter was used as a "conduit" for writing stories that will be used by government 
officials as evidence that there are weapons mass destruction in Iraq. See Boyd-Barrett (2004) who used the 
propaganda model to critique what he calls "the buying out" of journalists by intelligence services or Public 
Relations Agencies. 
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part of the country. Transporting the newspapers as early as possible to states that are away 

from Lagos and Abuja where the newspapers are printed. At the moment even the highly 

established newspapers are finding it difficult to cope, these results in some states in Nigeria 

receiving copies of newspapers of the previous day. Meaning the news they read is twenty 

four hours behind. The competition in the market also makes it difficult as the main source of 

advertising remains government parastatals and companies mostly based in Lagos. If local 

newspapers can be established and the cost of running is affordable, these local newspapers 

can survive on the sale of news copies and adverts generated from issues affecting the people 

like naming ceremonies, announcements, auctions etc. The second thing is to have a salary 

structure for journalists which employers must abide by and sanctions imposed on any 

newspaper that refused to adhere to the needs of its employees. 

Having a strong capital base is a necessity for the running of media organisations, what 

however the respondents failed to see is that the strength of the media goes hand in hand with 

the strength of the economy. Therefore it may not be easy to generate the kind of capital the 

journalists think when majority of the newspapers are competing in the same market that is 

already saturated. To further illustrate how good policies and the running of local newspapers 

can help the newspaper industry is when you look at the habit of some readers who may not 

be able to purchase the newspapers at their market price, for instance hundred Naira per copy 

(fifty pence), but they are willing to pay five Naira to the Vendor and read the headlines and 

some of the stories and then keep the newspaper and leave. If the good policies are in place, 

which ensure the establishment of these local newspapers sold at a price that can be 

affordable to the person who is willing to pay five Naira to read the headlines, it means there 

is a market left which is not being explored due to the absence of these good policies and the 
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insistence of newspaper proprietors to concentrate on establishing newspapers that are sold 

nationally. 

7.4.3 BAD WORKING CONDITIONS 
Some of the factors responsible for the bad working condition which the respondents 

complained about stemmed from the issues raised in poor capitalisation. But let us deduce 

more from the issues raised by the respondents. At least three things are clear from the views 

expressed by the respondents which may suggest some of the factors responsible for the bad 

working condition. These three factors are greediness, poor remuneration and lack of self 

esteem. In terms of greediness, some of the proprietors have shown their desire to accumulate 

wealth using the newspapers, without regard for the profession and its credibility and the 

welfare of the staff working under them. The most popular example given by the respondents 

is that of a proprietor who thinks the identity card given to his staff is enough for them 

without a monthly salary. This has the tendency of not only compromising the staff working 

under him, but such greediness easily makes the newspapers to become vulnerable in the 

hands of politicians. Such greediness has made some newspapers to introduce an annual 

ceremony in which awards are given to ministers, governors and other people holding senior 

positions in government. Leading this in Nigeria is ThisDay newspaper which continues with 

such ceremonies despite criticism and displeasure expressed by the public. According to 

(Ikita) 2008: 

In Thisday's parade of the "Ministerial Front-liners" on its Tuesday (February 12,2008) daily 
edition, the newspaper attempted to dress up activities of "intent" or "hoping/dreaming" 
projects embarked upon by ministers as reasons for `nominating' the ministers for `best' 
minister award. According to Thisday, "we painstakingly monitored the performance of the 
ministers throughout 2007". But what Thisday describes as a "painstaking" monitoring 
process is actually no more than shallow presumptuous statements that hold no substance 
among the veritable variables that can be factored into the calculus of good governance. What 
is there to assess about a minister that just got appointed a little over half a year ago? What is 
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there to assess when policies or ministerial initiatives have caused pain than pleasure to more 
citizens? 84 

A good salary that is enough to take care of the needs of a person is an essential motivation. 

As explained by the respondents, journalists are not paid for months. Yet they are expected to 

continue with the daily routine of reporting, writing articles and analysis. In some 

newspapers, there are number of words which a reporter must write only daily basis. These 

factors which becloud the journalist may force them into fabrication, sycophancy etc, 

journalism will simply become a way of extortion and deception which leads to lack of self 

esteem. Journalists are seen as beggars, as people who have no self respect. The integrity of a 

profession goes hand in hand with the way a person handles such a profession. This situation 

may create an ethical dilemma between upholding the ethics of the profession and the search 

for daily bread. Oloruntola (2007) has summarised these problems that contribute in 

producing a bad image for journalists in Nigeria in the following words; "despite the 

introduction of the code of ethics for Nigerian journalists and the setting of Nigerian press 

council, there are other ethical issues which are part of the overall problems in the society. 

These include sycophancy, character assassination, pressure, bribery, moonlighting, 

sensationalism, self-censorship, plagiarism, advertorial, deception and faking stories among 

others" (P. 63). 

7.4.4 INADEQUATE PROFESSIONAL TRAINING 
The views expressed by the respondents have suggested some of the key shortcomings faced 

by media practitioners. These shortcomings can be summarised into three, education, 

equipments and training. Concerning education one of the respondents even posed a 

challenge to the journalists as to the number of books they read. It will be difficult for 

journalists to inform others when he is not himself informed. However, the educational 

84 See Thisday Awards: Celebrating Mediocrity in Government available at 
http"//www nigeriavillaizesquare. com/articles/philip-ikita/thisday-awards-celebrating-mediocrity-in- 
gover. html downloaded 29/11/2008. 
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shortcomings of the journalists may be linked to the kind of training they receive from the 

university. At the moment there a lot of universities offering courses in mass communications 

in different universities in Nigeria. An example of universities offering at least a first degree 

in mass communications include Bayero University, Kano, University of Maiduguri, 

University of Lagos, University of Nigeria Nsukka,, Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, 

Nnamdi Azikwe University etc, this is in addition to other state universities and polytechnics 

offering diploma courses in the same area. Under funding and lack of equipments is a major 

problem affecting not only these courses but the university system in general. Some of the 

facilities required for training in these departments are outdated and therefore have little 

relevance to what exists in the field. Postgraduate programmes that will help with research 

and production of ideas are still struggling to take root, this might be one of the reasons that 

makes it difficult to digest "the tensions and solutions to the problem of craft versus 

scholarship" (Steel, 2007 p. 2) in journalism. 

Journalism is a dynamic profession that is moving with technological advancement in the 

world. The medium of instruction remains English language, and so with the falling standard 

in education, employers face the challenge of having not only to retrain university graduates, 

but also be concerned about the quality of their (English) language85 which majority of the 

newspapers use as a means of communication. Many graduates do become acquainted with 

85 Leadership newspaper carried an editorial on 29t'/11/2008 about the falling standard of education 
in Kwara state-Nigeria. According to the editorial "Early last week, the Kwara State commissioner for 

education, science and technology, Malam Bolaji Abdullahi, made a shocking revelation. Out of 
19,125 teachers, including 2,628 university graduates, who took a test designed for primary four 

pupils, only seven passed. Two hundred and fifty-nine teachers, including 10 university graduates, 
scored zero in the test which was in English and Mathematics. This is the barest manifestation of the 
utter decay in our education system. " See A National Disgrace available at 
http: / /leadership. nigeriannewsservice. com/news/130/ARTICLE/3057/2008-11-28. html 
downloaded 30th/11/2008. 
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the practical aspect of journalism after they have been employed, and with the challenges 

faced by the industry, it will be difficult to raise the standard of these graduates to the level 

they can favourably compete with journalists whether within the country or in other parts of 

the world who already have been used to modem equipments right from their university days. 

This is for those who have the degree. So the method of journalism training in many 

universities not only in Nigeria, but in many African countries needs to be boosted to meet 

contemporary challenges. For more on journalism education in Africa, see (Banda et al, 2007; 

Berger, 2007; Skjerdal and Ngugi, 2007; Rooney, 2007; McCurdy and Power, 2007, 

Ogundimu, Oyewo and Adegoke, 2007; Botha and de Beer, 2007. ). 

As stated earlier, working equipments are essential in the practice of journalism, these may 

include recording devices, laptops etc. The internet is playing an important role as well in the 

search for stories, receiving regular updates, and the use of emails makes sending reports 

easier, and since they are already typed it will simply be copied and pasted for layout. Where 

the internet is slow, or the journalist does not know how to use a computer, there may be a 

delay in writing and sending news reports. Despite these challenges concerning equipments, 

there are significant signs of improvement here as many of the journalists either through 

personal effort, or from their organisations do own laptops. And the increase in commercial 

internet cafes also helps journalists in their work especially reporters from regions that are far 

away from the headquarters. Having modem equipments is also crucial in terms of training. 

Training is very important because it will help many of the journalists to confront the 

challenges of their time. Though some foreign media organisations like the BBC do help with 

the training of journalists as discussed earlier. But such training may not necessary be 

conversant with the internal challenges faced by journalists since they may provide more of 
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an international angle. Also the training provided by the foreign media can only cater for few 

journalists which make it even harder for the majority of journalists to benefit from such 

efforts. 

7.5 CONCLUSION 
This chapter has provided an analysis and insight from the perspectives and experiences 

expressed by the respondents in the previous chapter. The chapter has brought out additional 

meaning to the issues raised in relation to corruption scandals, fourth estate, journalism 

culture, clientelism, poor capitalisation, bad working condition and inadequate professional 

practice. Additional classifications of the issues raised in the previous chapter were provided. 

Quotations from different newspapers in Nigeria were used to further substantiate some of 

the issues raised in the chapter and some of the theoretical insights provided by scholars. 

What this discussion highlights is that journalism is a product of the culture in which it is 

practiced, and that this impacts on the practices, processes as well as expectations and 

conventions. More so, the discussion has shown how interviews can serve as valuable means 

of identifying themes and issues in relation to journalism practice which they may not write 

or give prominence to in their day to day activities. This highlights the importance of this 

research as a contribution into the wider literature on journalism in Africa, and the internal 

dynamics in terms of culture, religion, politics, economy that makes Nigeria distinct from 

other societies. The chapter has also further highlighted the difficulty in adopting models 

developed in other parts of the world and then applying them directly without modification in 

other settings. 

Therefore as discussed by Bourdieu, that journalistic field is part of cultural production 

(Schultz, 2007c), the analysis that stemmed from the data suggests that beyond information 
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dissemination, journalism practice is an exhibition of the cultural ethos of the society. The 

complexity of the way newspapers operate in Nigeria as discussed by the respondents adds 

impetus to the thesis that sees journalism as an avenue of cultural production. 

As such it is important to understand that the issues raised in earlier chapters on the historical 

landscape of the press in Nigeria and the literature review which provided additional insight 

into the character of African media remained fairly consistent. The complex nature of 

Nigerian press should not be viewed in isolation; it is part of the historical process of the 

evolution of Nigeria. So the reporting of corruption scandals should be viewed from this 

perspective rather than to be seen as something that can be reported in a manner different 

from the political, economic and cultural factors that shape the thinking of the journalists and 

the media environment itself. The implication of this is that it will take a long time before 

journalism practice in Nigeria improves to a standard that will avoid the influence of certain 

forces in the society that the journalist as an individual cannot avoid. 

The analysis of the interviews has addressed a number of issues identified in the aims of the 

thesis and the research questions such as the operational mindset of the Nigerian press, the 

regional dichotomy, the application of such aspects of journalistic practice like investigative 

journalism etc. The results of the interviews and the analysis have also shown that journalists 

believe that Nigerian newspapers are active in reporting stories about corruption scandals, but 

not satisfied with the watchdog role of the press. 

7.6 SUMMARY 

This chapter analysed the issues raised by the respondents in the interviews. It tried to make 

sense of the Nigerian press by classifying the meaning of issues like regional parallelism, 
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clientelism, corruption within the press and the socio-cultural peculiarities of Nigeria. The 

findings of the chapter have shown that Nigerian journalists have different understandings, 

with some agreeing on the watchdog role and others having a different view. What is clear 

from the analysis is that the journalists almost unanimously agreed that some core journalistic 

principles like investigative journalism are not practiced in Nigeria. And this may not be 

unconnected with the challenges identified by the journalists. It is important to state that 

corruption scandals do not have to be exposed through investigative journalism only, they can 

be exposed through leaks and whistle blowing as discussed in chapter one. What investigative 

journalism does however is to show how alive the media is and its willingness to go an extra 

mile in exposing corruption scandals as part of its responsibility rather than relying on leaks 

and handouts as the case is with Nigerian press. The next chapter will be the conclusion, 

which will review the entire issues discussed in the thesis, and make recommendations for 

further research. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

CONCLUSION 

8. INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is about the coverage of corruption scandals in the Nigerian press: A comparative 

analysis of northern and southern newspapers. The aim of this chapter therefore is to revisit 

what has been discussed in the thesis from chapter one to seven. Summarise the entire thesis 

by explaining what has been discussed from the aims and objectives of the thesis, the 

research questions, and the kind of contribution the study has made. The chapter will also 

make some recommendations about areas of further research, by identifying issues which are 

relevant, but have not been addressed in the thesis. 

The thesis comprises of eight chapters. The first chapter, which was the introduction, sets out 

the context of the research, by introducing the topic, the research questions which the study 

seeks to answer as well as the aims and objectives of the entire research. The first chapter has 

explained a number of issues. These issues include the background, which explains the 

reason why conducting a research on corruption scandals is important. One of such reasons is 

the attention given by various countries on fighting corruption. In Nigeria after the return of 

the country to civilian rule, two key bodies were established to fight corruption; they were the 

Independent and Corrupt Practices Commission (ICPC), and the Economic and Financial 

Crimes Commission. The two agencies led the war against corruption in Nigeria, which drew 

the attention of the press. As discussed in Chapter one, one of the key issues identified by the 

Commission for Africa Report, was that corruption is among the things retarding the 

development of Africa. As such it is important to explore how the press in Nigeria report 

these cases of corruption. 
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Equally important, the chapter provided a brief history of Nigeria. This was important 

because history helps in shaping our understanding of a country, because historical factors 

may also influence the way other institutions operate. Subsequent sections of the chapter 

discussed political culture, defined corruption, and then reviewed the works of different 

scholars on the issue of scandals, fourth estate role of the media and investigative journalism. 

These are important because they constitute the core of this research. Corruption as discussed 

in previous chapters is a private affair, but once it attracts the attention of the media, and 

becomes a subject of debate among the public, because they perceive it to contradict certain 

ethos of the society, then it has moved from corruption to scandal (Tumber and Waisbord, 

2004a, Thompson, 1997). 

The last section of the first chapter provided the framework that guided the research. The 

entire framework was rooted in the work of Hallin and Mancini (2004), where they proposed 

a framework for studying media systems. The framework was studied and modified to fit in 

with the complex nature of Nigeria as a country, and the manner in which its media operate. 

This is useful because the framework provided by Hallin and Mancini, was flexible such that 

it can be modified and applied in a different setting. It is important also, because as they 

suggested, it is time to bury the four theories of the press, which dominated media discourse 

for a long time, and then move forward to see how the internal dynamics of other countries, 

their culture, political systems and history determines the character of their media system. 

This has proved to be useful in this research, because it helped in revealing the complexity of 

the Nigerian media landscape in terms of the regional dichotomy of the country, and how that 

shapes how corruption scandals are reported. Equally important is that the framework was 

helpful in addressing the research questions and the aims of the thesis. 
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Chapter two of the thesis studied the historical landscape of the Nigerian press. Although in 

the first chapter, a brief history of Nigeria was provided, there was the need to understand the 

historical evolution of the Nigerian press. This was relevant because the press in Nigeria 

underwent different stages. It started as a means of propagating missionary activities, and 

then moved to become the mouthpiece of colonial government; the nationalists also saw it as 

a way of mobilising the people to fight for independence. Still through this process, it 

continued to maintain its regional identity, even if it is united on certain issues of national 

importance. Reviewing the literature on the historical landscape has proved to be useful in the 

research, in that the way Nigerian newspapers report the cases of corruption as explained by 

the respondents in the interviews, and as reported in the newspapers, showed that the press in 

Nigeria has not changed in its approach. As discussed in the interviews, and the analysis of 

the newspapers, they maintained their regional identity and at the same time pay attention to 

issues of national importance. That was exactly what this research found in relation to 

reporting of corruption scandals in Nigeria. The press frowned at it, yet the language used to 

report the cases of corruption sometimes take a regional correlation. 

Chapter three provided a general overview of the state of media in Africa. The chapter 

started by discussing traditional communication in Africa, how messages were sent to a mass 

audience before the advent of newspapers and other channels of mass communication. 

Following that, the chapter discussed the issue of development communication, which 

defines the nature of journalism practice in many African countries. So different theories 

emerged on how best the media can contribute to the development of these countries. As such 

the development communication thesis, which sees the mass media as a contributor to 

national development dominated media discourse in many African countries. The chapter 

drew examples from other African countries such as South Africa, Kenya and Ghana, 
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countries which share historical similarities in terms of language, colonial history and diverse 

societies. The literature review was critical to this study in that the lessons drawn from these 

countries in terms of media ownership, with the press mostly operated by private hands and 

the broadcast media under government control until the deregulation of the 1980s, similar 

situation obtains in Nigeria. 

In chapter four, the methodology through which the data used in this study was collected was 

explained. The research applied the principle of triangulation by combining interviews with 

content analysis. The interview schedule was developed from the research questions and the 

context of the research. The chapter explained the pilot study that was conducted before the 

main interviews. The pilot study was useful to the research because it helped in modifying the 

interview schedule, and the outcome of the pilot study was used to readjust the focus of the 

study to ensure that it fits with the aims of the research. At least two key issues emerged from 

the (interviews) pilot study and were incorporated into the main interview schedule, the 

outcome of which became central part of the thesis. These issues were corruption within the 

Nigerian press, and the role of freedom of information bill in helping towards investigative 

journalism and exposing corruption scandals in Nigeria. Using phenomenography, the 

interviews analysed different experiences of the respondents. The chapter also discussed 

qualitative content analysis by means of critical discourse analysis which was applied in 

studying two key newspapers on how they reported corruption scandals. The newspapers 

were Daily Trust from northern Nigeria, and the Punch from the south. The scandals studied 

were the Former Governors' Scandal and the Petroleum Technology Development Fund 

Scandal (PTDF). The use of critical discourse analysis in a study of this nature is useful 

because it helps in unearthing a lot of behind the scene issues, which quantitative studies 

might ignore. It is also important in the sense that it allows for a multidisciplinary approach 
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in studying and analysing the use of language in news (Fairclough; 2003, Fowler; 1991, 

Richardson; 2007, Wodak and Meyer; 2001). This is particularly useful in this research 

because as the aims and objectives, as well as the research questions indicate, this research is 

interested in studying northern and southern newspapers. Therefore there is need for a more 

critical approach because of the political, historical and cultural complexities of Nigeria. 

A pilot study was also conducted before the actual coding of the stories; the coding frames 

were modified as result of the pilot study. The qualitative content analysis therefore paid 

attention to the kind of language used in writing the stories about corruption scandals. These 

include the use of metaphor and description, legal terms, punishment, sympathy etc. 

In chapter five a critical discourse analysis of two newspapers, Daily Trust and the Punch 

was presented. The Daily Trust from the north and the Punch from the south. Each 

newspaper was analysed according to the linguistic categories developed in the coding frame, 

already explained in the methodology chapter. Therefore the headlines and the text of the 

stories were analysed by figuring out aspects of language used in framing the discourse about 

corruption scandals. The linguistic frames include metaphor and description, legal terms, 

punishment, sympathy etc. the critical discourse analysis used in the chapter has revealed 

how language in used in the struggle for power as some of the texts have shown especially in 

the Petroleum Technology development Fund Scandal between former President Olusgeun 

Obasanjo, and former Vice President Atiku Abubakar. It has also shown how language can 

be used to frame stories mildly if the newspaper has sympathy for the accused, and expose 

the same if the newspaper has no sympathy for the accused as exhibited in the way the Daily 

Trust and the Punch frame the story of former Jigawa State Governor Ibrahim Saminu 

Turaki, under the former governors' scandal. 
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Chapter six presented the results that emanated from the interviews conducted with Nigerian 

journalists. The results were presented according to themes. The first theme is corruption 

scandal, under which a lot of issues were understood from the experiences of the journalists. 

These were consensus, which suggests that Nigerian journalists agree that the press has given 

adequate attention to stories about corruption scandals; regionalism which implies that the 

press in Nigeria is regionally divided. A fact that corresponds with the issues discussed in 

chapter two and three; clientelism which connotes how non professional considerations and 

personal loyalty influence the reporting of corruption. The theme also identified issues about 

the unevenness in newspaper ownership in Nigeria. An outcome that corresponds with the 

aims of the research, and the research question which seeks to explore the differences 

between northern and southern newspapers. 

The second theme presented results on journalism and culture. The results showed that 

Nigerian journalists are influenced by the cultural peculiarities of their region; hence 

according to one of the respondents, journalists give prominence to news about corruption 

depending on the region the individual comes from. The third theme concentrated on the 

fourth estate role of the media. From the results presented in this theme, the journalists were 

satisfied with the watchdog role of the Nigerian press. Some of the respondents were of the 

view that the press in Nigeria has even performed better than the legislature. Other 

respondents were of the view that the press has tried but more needs to be done. The views 

expressed by the interviewees in this theme were particularly relevant because one of the 

research questions asked whether the journalists in Nigeria see their role as that of the fourth 

estate role. It was clear from their responses that they see it as such, but were careful to state 

that they need to do more. In the fourth theme results were presented on aspects of 
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journalistic practice, and in this case investigative journalism. This aspect is equally relevant 

because it is directly linked to the research question which asks whether journalists in Nigeria 

use investigative journalism in reporting corruption scandals. And from the responses, it was 

clear that the journalists do not agree that investigative journalism is practiced. They 

mentioned some of the challenges they face in trying to do so such as clientelism, corruption 

within the media, bad working condition and lack of training, poor capitalisation etc. 

Chapter seven provided an analysis of the results presented in chapter six. The analysis was 

built on the framework of the research. The chapter therefore started by providing an analysis 

on regional parallelism which was a modification of Hallin and Mancini's (2004) framework 

of political parallelism. The respondents have acknowledged the existence of this regional 

divide, and they also agree that in many instances it influences the nature of reporting 

corruption scandals. Certain features according to the analysis are associated with regional 

parallelism. These include location, elites, political and business interests, imbalance in 

media ownership, complexities of Nigeria, and that it is not absolute. The chapter also dwelt 

on other issues presented in the results section, like the issue of culture and how the 

orientation of journalists from the south and the north shapes their understanding, but also 

bringing their culture into the newsroom. Other aspects analysed include investigative 

journalism and the general challenges faced by the journalists. The journalists also suggested 

some solutions, like training, good remuneration and convenient working environment. 

This research has demonstrated the significance of expanding media research in Africa by 

looking inward and understanding the specificities of different societies. In this case the 

framework suggested by Hallin and Mancini (2004) on studying media systems provides a 

valuable alternative of how the media operates in other parts of the world. In the case of this 
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research, the framework has contributed in understanding the relevance of culture, politics 

and history, factors which help in shaping the media environment of a given society. From 

the literature reviewed and the results collected, it shows how the historical landscape of the 

Nigerian press, which was involved in the struggle for independence and working against 

military rule, is repeated in reporting the allegations of corruption scandals. The watchdog 

role played by the press before and after independence is very much alive. Paradoxically, the 

same issues that divided the press in Nigeria, in terms of regionalism and ethnicity, are still 

present, and it is a fact that many of the journalists interviewed have suggested, and the text 

of some of the stories analysed in the newspapers lend credence to. 

One of the significant contributions of this research is the modification of the media systems 

theory proposed by Hallin and Mancini (2004), by applying it in an intra-national context. 

Regional parallelism instead of "political parallelism" as proposed by Hallin and Mancini 

situates the study of the Nigerian media system within the historical, political, cultural and 

economic milieu of Nigeria. This contribution is significant in the sense that beyond Nigeria, 

there are other countries like Ghana, Ivory Coast, Sudan, and Cameroon that have similar 

socio-cultural duality like Nigeria, where you have different ethno-religious groups living in 

different regions. This set up becomes the determining factor in defining the identity of the 

individual and the community at large, with the communication media playing a vital role. 

Just as Hallin and Mancini stated in the introduction of their book Comparing Media Systems, 

that what they propose is a theory that can be studied, and improved before it is applied in 

other contexts, the expansion of this thesis into regional parallelism is a contribution that can 

be taken forward in other African countries and adjustments made according to local 

specificities. 
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It is not easy to make generalisation about the Nigerian media system using the reporting of 

corruption only. This is for a number of reasons; key among them is the fact that corruption 

as testified by many of the journalists is frowned upon by almost everyone. But still that does 

not insulate the media from taking the regional and ethnic stand. However this research has 

contributed to the literature on reporting corruption scandals, in that there are few studies in 

that area. The thesis has also demonstrated that the interest in reporting scandals by the media 

is not specific to advanced democracies only, as long as there is an element of freedom in the 

media system of a country, and the press has some independence, then reports about scandals 

will attract the attention of the media. At least as discussed in the context chapter, stories 

about scandals "sell", and the media today is a big business. 

8.1 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

As with any research, this research also has a number of limitations. The first limitation is 

time, the research has to be concluded within the four years frame, and coupled with lack of 

sufficient resources to expand the interviews and employ research assistants to help in the 

collection and organisation of the data. Any assistance received in terms of transcription of 

interviews and the finding of contacts was voluntary. Everything else was done by the 

researcher. 

The second limitation of the study is that the newspapers analysed did not include the ones 

owned by some of the State Governors that were charged with allegations of corruption by 

the Economic and Financial Crimes Commission, particularly the Sun and the Independent, 

allegedly owned by Orji Uzo Kalu and James Ibori, former Governors of Abia and Delta 

States between 1999-2007. 
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The third limitation of the study is that the interviews conducted were mainly with editors 

and reporters. Politicians who give bribe or establish clientelist relationships were not 

interviewed, which would have revealed their own perspective. 

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

The outcome of this research has revealed different areas for further research, whether as a 

PhD research or inform of books and scholarly articles. These areas include: 

1. A study of corruption within the Nigerian media. Although this research has touched 

on this issue in the interviews. Additional research can be conducted with corruption 

within the media as the theme. Doing so can help in finding the pattern of corruption, 

whether it its grand corruption, petty corruption etc. the study can also explore why 

those who give the bribe, especially politicians do so, and what exactly do they want 

in return. 

2. A study that specifically focuses on the coverage of corruption by former governors 

as covered by the Independent and the Sun newspapers, two newspapers allegedly 

owned by two former governors that where arrested by the EFCC. 

3. A study on poor capitalisation and corruption: such study will help to find out how the 

absence of strong capital promotes corruption, what should be done to improve the 

capital base of Nigerian newspapers. 

4. Comparative Coverage of Scandals in Nigeria and Britain: This kind of study will 

showcase the differences and similarities in reporting scandals between a developed 

and a developing country, a former colony and the coloniser, and both of them 

English speaking (at least officially). Such study can show a global trend on the 

coverage of scandals. 
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5. A study on corruption, governance and the press in Nigeria: a study of this nature will 

seek answer to questions about the role of the press in promoting good governance? 

How does corruption undermine the press in its watchdog role? How can the press 

contribute in good governance etc? 

6. Journalism education and the press in Nigeria: one of the key issues identified to be 

among the obstacles facing Nigerian journalists is poor education and lack of 

professional training. A research can focus on this to see the kind of training received 

by the journalists and how the training and education they receive determines the 

quality of their journalistic output. 

8.3 CONCLUSION 
This chapter has reviewed the entire thesis by explaining what each chapter in the theses 

contains. It also provided an overview of the issues raised in the thesis. The limitations of the 

study were identified and areas of further research were suggested. It is important to state that 

the methodology adopted in this research was key to answering the research questions. The 

outcome of the research suggests that the press in Nigeria is alive, but it is constrained by 

political and economic challenges, a number of them prevalent in other African countries as 

discussed in the literature review. It is the position of this thesis that studies of the media in 

Africa should be viewed holistically, in terms of the social, political and economic factors 

surrounding the countries of the continent. The media does not survive in isolation. So if the 

society suffers from corruption, although the media may report it, it can hardly survive a 

social problem that affects everyone. At least this thesis has proved that. 
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APPENDECES 

scandal 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid corruption 5 3.2 3.2 3.2 

scandal 1 .6 .6 3.8 

controversy 1 .6 .6 4.5 

other 16 10.2 10.3 14.7 

none 133 84.7 85.3 100.0 

Total 156 99.4 100.0 

Missing System 1 .6 

Total 157 100.0 

article 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid news story 113 72.0 72.0 72.0 

opinion 23 14.6 14.6 86.6 

editorial 2 1.3 1.3 87.9 

other 19 12.1 12.1 100.0 

Total 157 100.0 100.0 
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date 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid 10304 3 1.9 1.9 1.9 

10307 5 3.2 3.2 5.1 

20307 7 4.5 4.5 9.6 

20707 1 .6 .6 10.2 

22107 1 .6 .6 10.8 

30307 2 1.3 1.3 12.1 

40307 4 2.5 2.5 14.6 

50307 1 .6 .6 15.3 

70307 2 1.3 1.3 16.6 

80307 3 1.9 1.9 18.5 

120707 3 1.9 1.9 20.4 

130307 2 1.3 1.3 21.7 

130707 1 .6 .6 22.3 

131207 7 4.5 4.5 26.8 

140307 4 2.5 2.5 29.3 

140707 4 2.5 2.5 31.8 

141207 5 3.2 3.2 35.0 

151207 3 1.9 1.9 36.9 

160707 1 .6 .6 37.6 

161207 2 1.3 1.3 38.9 

170707 8 5.1 5.1 43.9 

171207 1 .6 .6 44.6 

180307 1 
.6 .6 45.2 

180707 3 1.9 1.9 47.1 

181207 4 2.5 2.5 49.7 

190307 5 3.2 3.2 52.9 

190707 2 1.3 1.3 54.1 

200307 6 3.8 3.8 58.0 

200707 1 .6 .6 58.6 
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210307 3 1.9 1.9 60.5 

210707 1 .6 .6 61.1 

220307 7 4.5 4.5 65.6 

220707 9 5.7 5.7 71.3 

221207 3 1.9 1.9 73.2 

230307 4 2.5 2.5 75.8 

240307 9 5.7 5.7 81.5 

241207 1 .6 .6 82.2 

250307 1 .6 .6 82.8 

251207 1 
.6 .6 83.4 

260307 2 1.3 1.3 84.7 

270307 1 .6 .6 85.4 

270707 1 .6 .6 86.0 

280207 4 2.5 2.5 88.5 

280307 3 1.9 1.9 90.4 

280707 2 1.3 1.3 91.7 

290707 5 3.2 3.2 94.9 

300307 3 1.9 1.9 96.8 

300707 1 .6 .6 97.5 

301207 3 1.9 1.9 99.4 

310707 1 .6 .6 100.0 

Total 157 100.0 100.0 
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accused 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid James Ibori 17 10.8 10.8 10.8 

Saminu Turaki 6 3.8 3.8 14.6 

Joshua Dariye 3 1.9 1.9 16.6 

Orji Uzo Kalu 6 3.8 3.8 20.4 

Olusegun Obasanjo 15 9.6 9.6 29.9 

Atiku Abubakar 10 6.4 6.4 36.3 

Chimaroke Nnamani 4 2.5 2.5 38.9 

Jolly Nyame 1 
.6 .6 39.5 

Ayo Fayose 1 .6 .6 40.1 

Two or more 33 21.0 21.0 61.1 

none 47 29.9 29.9 91.1 

other 14 8.9 8.9 100.0 

Total 157 100.0 100.0 

source 

Frequency Percent Valid Percent 

Cumulative 

Percent 

Valid EFCC/Nuhu Ribadu 13 8.3 8.3 8.3 

presidency 4 2.5 2.5 10.8 

Former Governor 1 .6 .6 11.5 

Spokesperson 3 1.9 1.9 13.4 

Straight headline/unidentified 49 31.2 31.2 '44.6 

PTDF 1 .6 .6 45.2 

Senate/Senator 30 19.1 19.1 64.3 

House of Reps/member 2 1.3 1.3 65.6 

None 13 8.3 8.3 73.9 

other 41 26.1 26.1 100.0 

Total 157 100.0 100.0 
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A1haJt -y `ý -. ý"'°'". --- ---- A party source said the d Ahmed Moltamme Guse 
From Ictt 1Fi aatlon Mrs. . ASmau Yusuf Na2ari, her c untcrpn ti the Tllmctn of Agriculture, 

! derision to replace Ihr 
u, 

' 
AlhajiAhmoJ 1151 n ucr nf\\nrks: md Infrastnlctural Development, Alhai Sam Ndanusn, at the swearing- 

Allmal. Ali-led 
! nrrc on Pg. e "Foi, lo Pi. I-a r er in ei new h ppuhne t eummissi, r�. " (, u-rt mcnHuuc, Dlinna. Friday. 

Armed v` robbers 'hoot ex-Kad ana gov mit ice 

, 
have either been elected in l,: 

- 
'. political office or have taken 

T, 1 ti ii irs "mrri 
ý-y id haduua State (it ,I , 

Front Sam ßabadoko, '. r oq In h "cril: l hcd to the chiIJr. 's \crnr jinn Kaduuo scat J: r. : Ind 
a 'fansour Hos ital in b and his anna d the 

hose 
rced that th hi . 

Up political appourtmrnts 
t 

11 Captain tlsman Jibrin 
kailllr, lI p . e n c) came to u 

-'---h: uluna last night. said the children shot one of the seek revenge for their faller. 
with varinnc governments. s as shot ono wlrunded in were on "it vengeance r I-hrrs had first attacked his robbers, who died. The gang comrade The% also said thes 

dI, " , 'h r. .. n..! the p. otc F. Idnna tcst"ida, bya golly o11111on° sl : thy,. tG : alt lu ,m thZn rcun, cd Io ihr house at murr kill fibrin hrom. c hi, 
Ili, I. ýI -lp, ,. I lured men "ho slut ihrs lihrm ssh') spike it nur n I. Ill >'cd Irr, - sent 9. Coronation Crescecl. (lullt. un PG. � 
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hi tr illsgal - Obasanjo "President must be pm A nrAý, tlltý _ the President on Public Congress (AC)called forthe govemedbytherule oflew. " 
p M)+ yAbdu4RahmanAbubakar, t 
in e Affairs, Mallam [Iba Sani, immediate publication of the The res iew committee laid 

pfrrrpWon" en4 face trial by the Code of disagreed that the funds report of the Senate special its report before the Senate 
ftiýe tur iý t "ýA `the Conduct Bureau. approved by the president review committee onPTDF. yesterday after the senate efffil tt y. Ch nlpgy However, the Presidency from the organisation's In a press statement issued rejected an attempt by 
F ij id Ff, in a reaction faulted the accounts were for projects last night the party said: "We members of the committee t9 
? ät ft}cd tbet st en ' C"ýTe ntvicý. ä^* mittee's which were outside the cannot have one set of rules resign. After a long closed 
lülfllr C)ha3njdnndvc 'rernrt. -, cr,;;,,; {_`.:; �i; r. s-nmc. and another set of door session. Senate 

ct. ldý rt Ati n hubak uI to ti , r. id 11 itl mt to Also esterdt 
ýý ý" ýv 

the Actiun rules for others to a counuy 'v-, i_ 

i 

z 
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' unknown, say police I he Gombe state police 
command has not 

T 

DPP f d h 

pywn Mth ad 
Ababakat bombe 

oun t e 
gubernatorial candidate who arreet of the fäi'i{ier 3täte 

escaped from a court on 
Tuesday. 

governor. 
He was t about to be 

A mob on Tuesday denied bail bythe, judgewhen 

ýoi, 

' 

:n 
` 

x. A 
stormed the magistrate court 
in Gombe and took away 
Alhaji Abubakar Habu 
Hashidu as he faced charges 

men suspected to be his 

supporters barged in änd 
grabbed hint. 

Efforts by our 
t 

kY Yw . a"r 
Xt 

ofallegedly ordering thugs tu 

go on rampage after a 
campaign rally. 

corresponden to get the; 
position ofthestate judiciary 

were unsuccessful. Aides to 
i t'' i* y 

+ 
i 

Al 1 Two days after the mob 
barged into the courtroom 

the commissioner for justice 
and the high court judge säid 

ana graooeu nasuiuu, we w. y -, ... ,, Ic. ., 

state commissioner ofpolice, Judiciary söurce9 "° 
presidential candidate, Prof. Vivian Monohmig o (right) and Mrs. Hnhini AM0I1nhi of Nomrn. Mr. Jokeph Ahmed Ibi, said speaking on condition of -" .. on Agency (WRAPA) during   press conference on the arbitrary substitution of women candidates the police were stilt waiting anonymity, said the state 
etions organised by UNTFF. M at the United Nations Ilouse, Abuja, yesterday. Pic Felix Onigbirde for a court order for the re- judiciary was_not happy with 

idu's escape, describing. 
the incident as a slap on its 
integrity while also revealing call for Iwu s sack " 42 

yý. ý, + 
that the thil1 arm of 

`7 OCO 4ý 
NZ 

Car 
DCI. ýGý government i has no 

Li I- 

knowledge bf whether on 
yAllyu Mjhlka & order to te-arrest Hashidu has 

election observation mission him. Atiku Abuhakar, should he CharlesOnunaiju 

ý4announced 

it will not go to In a letter to the S Aker 
been given. 

Pe impeached if they are found He said the magistrate who (CNN), a group ofsix political the Niger Delta tomonitor the of the House of culpable in the PTDF saga. presided over the case, Mr. parties demanded yesterday. elections. Representatives, the CNN However, if NASS could Joseph Casaba Shinga, it still' Also yesterday, the The parties said Nigerians said President Olusegun not do that because of time ýnropean Union (EU), no longer have confidence in Ohasanjo and his deputy, Cona on Pg. 4 Conr. I'm /gyp. 4 

---INEC rejects _- -- ý--- -,. ý. 
, World Bank approves $75hi 

Eli'i111 fsi interirti government '. A dev. fund forNige't 
beelrne the latest victim of 

I 
The1nd o entNationa1Electo 

soma 
n ý+ 

t! wli found Ins pool of hen 
The World Bank has ýpptnved 75 r for ýýööMiM %{oLilnll 

rod Its bucket. 
of lice yesterday that thenationwon't nylnterlmgovernmertt, development fund for the country i qy ISamuel I 

as the general elections scheduI for next month will hold. 
atldfeý eý`' T fi 
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Jews THE 

luelkilu Mo]eed, 4! V 

offrey Ekenna and 
K1u, 

lckan Adeteyo EFCC 
Toraki 

IE Economic and Flnan- Apart from owning SLOK rl+imecl that the former goer any of its agents from harass- tional Publicity Secretary of the former govenwr ýs the chair- 
tel Crimes Commission Airline and two houcsin Lon- nor was'rnvlted t',, Uu-UJ('c I, pt, hdi... 6L, rvvtr. nm-sürgthe Pnsiresstve peoples Alliance, manoftheBoard ofTnuteesof 
nested former Governors don and the US, Kafu had been Ekeoma, in a statement on e -governor. Mr. Olu Akerele, confirmed our party. 
Kelu (Able State) and accused of having two banks Wednesday, said. The former "Since the EFCC cannot Kalu'sarrest. With this unexpected de- 
hu Tumid (Jgawa State). In The Gambia and Sierra govenwr, who was on his way operate outside the Law, this lat- Akerele said, "The National velopment, we cannot go fur- 
rvestfgetions by our corre- Leone, back from the US, obliged the est invitation should be consid- WhitingC nimitiaeof ourpa iy ther until the matter is resolved. " 
dents showed that the The maintenance of his invitation as a fulfilment of an Bred as a flagrant disobedience met today with the governors When asked why Katu re- 
er governors were picked business and foreign accounts, carrier invitation by the body to to court oder. of Abia and Imo states and we fused to honour EFCC's invim- 
In the early hours of while in office, was said to be in answer to some allegations. "Consequently, the ex-gov- have decided to postpone our tion, Akerele said, "He was 
Inesday in Abuja. contravention of the Code "However, we view the error's lawyers have filed a National Executive Committee abroad for medical check-up 
teource said that Kalu was Cood Adandtbe 1999Con- manner of the invitation by the notice of consequence after meeting scheduled for Thurs- and he wrote the EFCC that he 
t0e. +d at about 4am at the stitution. EFCC this time around as an which contempt of proceedings day. would see them on his return. 
mdi Azlldwe International Section 3d the Fifth Sched- affront to judicial proceedings will be taken against the EFCC "We cannot afford to have "He also got a court injunc- 
ort, Abuja, on his return ule of the 1999 Constitution, "This is in view of the fact if they fail to respect the rule of our leader behind bars and pro- tion, dated May 30 2007, re- 
i the United States, where part 1, forbids the operation of that there is a subsisting court law. " teed to hold the NEC meeting. straining the EFCC from arrest- 
lad gone for medical treat- a foreign account by a public order restraining the EFCC or When contacted, the Na- We had planned to install the ing him. " 
t 

officer. I�- 
Dn his part, Turakl, now a The schedule reads, 'Th, f{ 
t1nr, was arrested in his posh President, Vice-President, c r, 

w, e� yqt r} °ýj 
nsion in Aso Rock area of error, deputy govemor, mint r ýe +p?! ' 

, ̀ rt v ý` t 

ter, commissioner, members of ft teas leamt that the EFCC the National and of the Roux^. 
eatives apprehended him of Assembly, and such other g 

ra Ä 
ý' `ý6 fi a 

ate he could set out for the public officers or persons in if e ,ý!;, `, ; ter \; 
1 

gingmk iserialre ee Nagai National Assembly may by law is +ý nr .1r., ' r, ""`ý"n "' 
ý. °, !. y! is 

ý'"-'-'" 
- 

Senate. 
prescribe., shall not maintain or Although the two ex-g r- operate a bank account in any 

ýl y'Gwru. (i is were being questioned at country outside Nigeria. " 
anti-graft agency s office in The EFCC had also on Oc- 

4)a, It could not be asxes- tober 11,2006 declared 
ned at peess. llrFd' It-they Eunice, the mother of Kali, and y ., . r"". 

- 

.: 
i 1 +' '"`ºa 

ý't t ,r 
add be released or not. 18 personal staff and officials .dj 

be lt was at that Nato and dthestategovemmentwantecl. Li 
raid were arrested for failing They were accused of con- 4al 
honour invitations sent to Crecy, stealing, money burr 
en two months ago by the dering, official corruption and 11 t 
it-graft body. diversion of public funds. aý+ 
The EFCC, In a statement Out of the 18 former aides t+d 

r Its Head, Media and Public- of Kalu that were detained by 
41*OsitaNwaWconfrmed the EFCC, Mr. Theodore O ji 

ý 
yt 

at the two former governors (his former Chief of Staffi Is rm. t `I " 

y fw , are arrested for failing to bon- the Abia State governor, hav- 
fro if its mvitatkm. ing won election MCC -r 

y" " 

Kalu mold not be arreste iY 
ýy 

Rr 
1ý"ýy The statement tads, "The 

conomfc and Financial by the EFCC because Section 
_ !_~r +s. it 

r4Aýp-Iw-ye rogdl ere a commercial bus plunged raun.. on Tuesday. Inset: 1', limes Commission has ex- 308 of the 1999 Constitution A part 6mh riper on the-74i 
Sated warrants of arrest duly conferred immunity on him. bus nttrr It was Pulled out of the rinPr Photos Niyl Wehode. 

sued by a court on Kalu and After his exit from poser on 
luraki. 

The �onwedn 
were 

ay, 11 
May 
falle db; e to al I'm in charge, not Obasanjo - Yar'Adua tuied the CC be 

kily, 2007 as Abuja. cause he felt 

. 

had ores 
tereasdherformergov- Bon toarnvver. HeaLsomruid 'Wf president appoints new Head of Service 

xnors Urvited to answer clues- ered the allegations against him 
Ions about their tenure in of- as political, Ihuoma Chledozle, Nigerians and media reports allow Obasanjototakeover. He will be noexcuse forfailraeaf- 
Iceresporsiedendwere ques- On May 18,2007, he told Abuja that Obasanjo was calling the readsalthesethings (newspa- ter all, these issues have been 
Sated by office of the com- newsmen in Abuja that he won't shots outside Aso Rods. per reports) like we all read sorted out 

l'r ton, the arrest o (the fanner run away from the country. D RESIDENT U maru He said that Yar'Adua had them here 
. 
He just smiles about 

"I think that is what Is going 

governors of Abia and Jigawa He said, "Those who think YarAdua on Wednesday been having a laugh over such them. They mean nothing. " on now Very soon, within the 

states became imperative fol- they can cow us and put us in a dismissed insinuations that perception, especially in the The SA also explained the next two or three weeks, Ithink 

lowing their pointed refusal to room to stop talking are wast- former President Olusegun he will onto up with his plans 
media. seeming delay in the impfe- 

honour several Invltaiotss of ingtheir time. Obasan)o was controlling his Adeniyi said, "He mentationoftheemergencyir- 
for the pouvff seck)r. Same goes 

" the EFCC over a period of "fitoee who think I will run administration. WAdua) 
for the Niger leelta 

ent nearly two months. away are jokers. Nobody can Yar'Adua, who also named ion) because 
hexes about it (pe. I fen 

He 
ppo in the powert social 

the 
on 

M 
Weednesd 

dnesday the e Presid 
appointed "Mu and Turald are now Intimidate me. In fact, this is the Mrs. Ebele Okeke as the new am 

sum 
you k knooww 

not 
about 

I 
PHresideent 

pointed tsd 
currently 

y 
hold- 

the 

of arwweing questions on allege- beginning of political develop Head of the Civil Serviceof the power 
sure you was 

with all the the 
MR 

Civi 
p4j 

Seervas 
the new 
ice ce of the FHead 

Head 
ero- tons of conspiracy to steal, ment. " Federation, said that Nigerians dot 

'ý 
the RHewesideen nt of Nigeria 

o imagine fag ehrwilrin 
order 

ith n 
ro come tion. hbuse of office, diversion of Far Turakl, his arrest is the should har doubt that he was be d 

will stakeholders o 

public kinds and money Icon- climax of his trial since 2005 for 
were? ? 

by anybody ehe- u up with a holistic hlistic intervention Okeke replaces Alh s-fully 
in charge. i 

debg, among others. " managing a foreign account. spoke through his Spe- 
t*Oýnarte 

ri 
ale Ahmed, now a mirtis- 

The cornmisionrelated Its Al hough the account was trat Adviser on Communica- President. 
silent njo was at a time a Adenrat said, "He has met t ! erratnominee. 

bommitrnenl to fulfilling 'its closed by the Federal Govern f cony know if any- several times with the top offi- A stalerrtentby Adeniy ev 

mandated a rnentonFebntary 10,20f1'{, the tions. Mr' Sequin Ade'S"' dur- bod5ýcen edhim. Sglworr dais of the Power Holding per that Okeke's ap" 

economic s and ii- 
of 

CCB went ahead with Turnten ing an interactive session with der why Yar'Adua will sit down Company of Nigeria and the meat was with Imme 
all vestiges of 

ridding 

journalists at the Stale House, here, kno wing that he is not ýý comes. ' tom. only Bureau of Public Enterprises. feKi 
The statement torfit. 

In the last two years, Kalu The bureau had accused 
Abcia. 

Adeniyiseid, "Iheperscnin 
responsible to Nigerians, and "He has met several times 

nounced the retention of Sena- 
had been batflingtoexonerate him of failing to comply with then allow someone else todic. with the officials of the Nige- 
hirrt5elf from the allegations of Section 7 of the CCB and Tri- chaff now is President imam tale to him. He knows that he Am National Petroleum Capo tYar'Adue'e Florence 

Adviser om 
money laundering and diver- bunal Act, Cap 15,2004 and 

't&Adua and he is the one that will be held accountable at the ration. When you look at most 
don of funds to family rut are 

Neuoval Assembly Mallets. 
public ily Paragraph 3 of the Fifth Schad- ýý going to hold ac- end of his stewardship of these issues, you will find out h&-Giwa's appointrnent took 

businesses. ule of the 1999 Constitution. countable for their fortunes and "Nobody is going to query that they are issues you need to effect from June 3,2007. 
The Code of Conduct Bu- It was gathered that the misfortunes at the end of the Obasanjo for whatever hap- sort out with one agency or the Dr. Tanimu Kurfi was also 

reau had on May 13,2005 former governor might answer day, SA I see no mason why he pened between May 29,2007 cola. named as the Deputy Chief cf 
dragged hire before the Code questions on why he left an will surrender power to any- and May 28 or 29,2011. For "All the stakeholders within Staff to the President 

of Conduct Tribunal for afeg- empty treasury for his succes- body. " whatever happens in Nigeria, the sector webeirgbra ttintO Kurfi will assume duties 

ray violating the Code of Con- sor, Governor Sale L amido. The presidential aide was Yar Adua irrt be held respor- the picture so that he can have upon his disengagement from 
dud Act on the operation of for- Reacting. Mr. kyle Fkeoma, responding to a question on the Bible. a holistic picture of the prob- the Federal Mortgage Bank of 
eign accounts. the Media Adviser to Katu, lingering perception by some "So, I wonder why he will lens it the pourer sector. There Nigeria, 
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Panel blames Obasanjo - indicts Afiku 
ienu and loaned in two instalments to wenecu de the. contemplation pri ford for which aPPI°' adequate and oanPWnded by V; edrv-, sdavltDdav), 
h, Abuja the NDW; N420m to Mofas of the Section 2 of the PIDF priation was not "it it f b* 0v the lack of proper oversight by The Senate had on Scq fE, n 

Shipping Company Umited; Ad 
' 

National ls'embly, It Was the National Assembly, ber 28,2006 set up the mm- 
rate Ad hoc Com- be and N300m to Trarssvan Sev- I he committee also s.. y- treated more or less by The The committee also said mittee to look into the man- 

mittee on the Petroleum ' {res Limited by TB were yet to Bested that the Marine Float Presidency like a security vote that the increase in approval brr- agement of the PTDF funds. 
Technology Development be recovered. Accounts be independently with scant regard to the provi- its of the executive secretary of Prior to this, the EF& had 
fund has faulted President The committee, however, Invest gated by the lndepend- sioru of the Act e tablishlrg h. the PTDF from N. 7m to N10m Indicted Abubekar and Fasowe 
Oknegun Obmenjo for ectlng saki that aihm4i the kraus had ent Corrupt Pmc11ces and other h alenlamrnted the fad that was not In accordance with ex- over the running dthe PTDF. 
outside the Actestabllshingthe been restructured with the ac- Related Offences Cornmisslon training kin oil and gas sector tant financial regulations, It Although Abubekar de- 
Pd 

" quls(tionofTBbySpring Bank since the initial investigation by was relegäted to the back- added that bogus and nier, ' any wrong doing, the 
i It, 66 hxkw 

, 
We- Plc., they (bars) might not be the EFCC had been controver- ground psAgn`inst unrelated unrealisable projects were rec- Presidency set up a special 

Resident A&s Abubakar for recovered outside the restruc- slat. projeäii k whkh diem might ommended and funds ap- panel headed by thf Minister 
the mismanagement of the tured framework without en- h advised that all accounts have been;, pmprlaflon else- proved for them. o(Justioe and A&xney-General 

htgenty's funds. 
-. dangering the health of Spring in the name of the PlDF within where. it said, "Many of the projects of the Fedration, Chief 13ayo 

In a report formally pre- gam, and outside Nigeria be estab- kr aresdtl 
e fund d(d for which monies were ap Ojo to further probe the P TDF. 

rented by Its(]airman, Sena- Il, therefore, recommended lashed by the Senate Commit- not 
ar 

to have improved proved have not been imple- Abubakar and Fasawe 
tisr Victor Ndor Egba, to the that theVF'bepenalisedforthe tees on Petroleum (Upstream) from v{ q its supervision ment d" were again indicted by the 
Senate an Tuesday, the cam- offenm and Public Accounts. movedfibmtheVPtothePresf- The President of the Senate, panel. A White Paper on the 
nooe bund Chase* and the Il added that the Manne Float The committee said taxes dent, " it added. Chief Ken Nnanwni, said, 'The panel's findings was cone- 
FdF tiveýncil g ley Limited Accounts, which had payable on the bill by The committee also held time for propaganda_b over, quentlygtvened. 
c(a&r *+u4ng P money generated a lot of public inter- Emmanuel Chambers, the fl-atsome accounts kept in the now vie have to deal with facts While accusations and 
kir projects not covered within esl, was outside its terms of ref- company which allegedly reg name of the PTDF by the Ac- not emotions. " counter-accusations by the 
the law establishing the fund. erence as no PTDF fundswere sterer] Galaxy Backbone Pic, countant-General of the Fed- He said he would sign every Presidency and Abubakar's 

It said, In respect of some traced directly to the account, should be recovered by the eration were not lotoum to the page of the report to ensure that camp lasted, the vice-president 
projects commenced by the 
PTDF In 2006 particularly, the 

But the committee noted that 
th b 

PTDF and paid over to the rel- 
h 

PTDF. 
I dd d h h d i 

the document was not "doe- 
d" 

and Fasawe filed separate suits 
h ll i th i li k h , 

establishm6t ica^ Instilk 
e company was at est, a sec- 
d li b f f h 

evant tax aut orities. ta e t at t e sion to ec tore 
ft h 

c a eng ng e r n s to t e 
f 

tulied 'Technology 
an ne ene iciary o t e 

D 
While it suggested that the restrict the funding of the PIDF Soon a er presenting t e mismanagement o the PiDF. 

6 eliur of Gal- In the PCT 
F funds. PT 
h 

management of the PTDF be toe limit of 2.5 per tent of sip- report, Ndoma-Egba, a Senior The case by Fasawe has 

, T e committee further rec- reorganised to enhance ii ca- nature bonuses or $100m per Advc orte ofNiger brld news- since been dispensed with In 
soy Backbone. PG and pes- ommended that a business- pacify to deliver on its objet- I annum was dorr without legal men that Abubakar was not his favour by a Lagos High 
domed forcivilgeyv- man, Chief JohnsonOyewole lives, it also voted for the backing. compelled to appear before his Court 
m4str51¢$theQomputerfor AB 

for which si 1aß 
Fasawe, be prosecuted and amendment to the P1DF Act hfurther observed that the committee. The one by Abubakaris 

, made to refund 1: 1.55bn be- The committee observed super on of the PTDF by the The debate on the report still pending before a Federal 
Obasan)o gave approval and Ing the loan advanced to that beca, isv the P1TW was a executive had heen grncsly in- will commence on High Court in Abuja. 

'ý tly obtained rat i- 
8cetlondtteFMIsr dableas and Mofas Shipping 

Company. Presidenc y commends Senate committee they may seem, they were out- The committee also advised 
side the mandate of thePiDF that another businessman THEPresidencyonToes law by the President per- the laudable projects ap- stitution developed to the 
as provided for (n Section 2 of , Ahnte ýnd"be pros- 

day said the Senate Ad haps. It is not an abuse of proved by the President and training of skilled manpower 
(}ieejlabll gAd- ecuted and made to refund 

hoc Committee's report office. You have been told the Federal Executive Coun- - for the oil and gas sector. 
z"" 'The President arid theFEI: n beta purported ken was commendable and a that the projects are laud- cil for the overall develop- -i-With regard to the Afri- 

acted in disregard of the law to TmnsvitidServices from the vindication of President able. Nobody has said that ment of the nation. can Training Institute In 

establbhingtitePIDF. Thot4r TIB, " Olusegun Obasanjo any money was embezzled "The Presidency, how- Abuja, the federal involve- 
tie rattfic+Monbythe FEC may Also recommended for The Senior Special Assist- by the President. ever, wishes to clarify that ment is actually for the Gulf 

mttkgaiethbbreachof thelaw, h prosecution are two former ant (Media) to the Presi- "The Presidency has the projects are related to of Guinea Institute for Pe- 
hou'eveLdoes not absolve the executive secretaries of the dent, Mrs. Remi Oyo, said noted the Senate Commit- development in the oil and troleum Gas within that in- 
president and the council of 
M " 

proF Mr f {ýý Abube kar, M 
the panel's comments on 4ga u; reporf and 

. pressrzd 
'lt O t f: t tf 

gas sector, which falls Within'. - :` th ambit f th PTD ' 
stitution: The institute is for 
th t f me. and r. Hussein Jallo. the President did not s comrrle a { -f , o e; E. e raining o manpower 

The cornrnltteer therefore, The committee said amount to his indictment committee äfy clsing Its . "For instance, the Presr for the oil and gas sector, 
remminertded that the Presi- , 

" "}{amaze A)wbakar executive for abuse of office oversight functions. It par- denen noted that the Petro- not only in Nigeria but also 
dent "be. advfsed to adhere , 

secretary of the proF from Oyo said. "A wider inter- titularly notes the commit- leuril Training Institute in interested neighbouring 
shldlyböýtQDo'Aeionsof the September 2000 to July 2M5, pretatinn war given ir1 'hr tee's acknoiilc! gement of Warri is nothing but an in- countries. ' 
low establishing the PTDF at all 
times to either approving 

abused his office dlvedin 
public funds in the sums f VP sue 

I 

re rt 
" 

is a hatchet ob rojects ¢r er>dif1°e of lands o g ,, 
j 

, tp p $125m and $20m approved " tý flowsoeuek^ 
d t l ja specific p robe iß 

Vices President, Alhaji He noted, evidence 
h i b f d 

tion in spite of the false claims 
b EFCC h 

our that the committee did not 
te e commi ndicteý 1 

fi 
bub ir f ll l idi 

ýyýý some of which were 
A41aAbubakar, onTues 
described th nate Com da s 

ore( egorm e 
our position RCS et teer 

rne y and t e Senate Com- 
' mittee 

seearMhingwrong inthePn - 
den: a rovin t the a ment of eged ya A a or a ng 

aird abetting the placement of 
fraudulency converted to loans 
to6, NDN Mofas Shipping 

- y e e 
ms 's report as a partisan p o. 2006, over N loon of FF""- He explained, "The condu- 

, p g p y 
a whopping N250rn for the 

the rTDF $145m belonging to Company Limited and TSL 
fr" hatchet job that would not money was lnvest b in banks lion of the committee regard- mere act of registering a com- 

o 
In benks. 

and other criminal acts a d stand tl'etest ofpublic scrutiny. and there was no single evi- ing President Olusegun parry, whose actual cast was 
it added 

that the money ý9 
n 

should be prosecuted for any 
He called on the Senate to dente that njo, ishoweerthegreat- 

Y 
not more than 1'. 0m. Whatfiu- 

which was meant for specific offences disclosed ose 
reject the repor 1ý tin the cot of 

f i d ti 
r+ tl t 
- frmationthattheins rrs ntin 

est evidence that the committee 
Is bia ed i it I t it f 

eher evidence did the commit- 
projects,, was fraudulently "Hussein d theexeat - 

ce, a rness an equity. jus e s n s repor . n sp eo tee need toreaisethatitwas 
given at eis tarns to compo- yý d the ply from oe mcrettaxy P1D f 

Ina statement by the Atiku TB and E13 dirt nd r cluirea the avalanche of evidence the President, his friends and 
nles, fi to Nave J bet 0, 

Campaign Organisation, the FEC approval. the trans. ons against his handling of the af- monies who had looted the 
The report reacts In part osi re , h b vice-president said the u through the Auditor- fans dthe PfUF, (he commit- p. 

xcell "That His E nAlh Ni 
aving a used his office g 

through criminal acts and for 
lions of the committee were in- General's office as require l by tee merely recommended that "I call on the Senate to look 

tj tl eiW h N49 hi d 
consistent with IN, abundant lark Tf eus cltm(ond bqhº the President should be ad- closejyettheC4rrrtNyeeReporl, 

, of tM Federal Republic of N 
w c m an six vehicles evidence t at its d mitesse tf eref6 pY vIsed to follow due ýý identify Its illocilcalitles, bias and 

garte from 1999 to 2007 
haw so far been recovered hcm 
h b h EFC 

himself and several witnesses with the fqc twat Ns et yf ". "It is in e that sehe 
, and reject ft In inconsistencies 

, 
abused his office aid and by ý8 

yt e im 
, shaid be C, 

prosecuted for any offences dis 
who appeared before it. 

He wondered if the pre- 
a Abuhekni sold fýtf wýi cur- 

pisedlhi; t the axry (fee left the 
cas of at least 1 10 0 cases of ( abuse of s 

office by the President the core 
lnt ' the InUxiest of taunass, equfty, 

abetting the diversion of public 
Emds in the sure of $125m 

dosed, " dominantly pro-third term avalandheof evidence hepro- 
, 

mitteefeels it was merely a'due 
, 

and justice 
'We have been confident 

an d $2bm reapectlvely ap- 
EFCC had recovered members of the committee had videdtoexca'eratehimself and process matter 

I ll that in spite of the closerressof 
V, ved k* specific Ao e 1s to 

N200m from Hamisu 
Abubekm. 

yielded to pressures. 
The vice-president on Taws 

to clearly Prove tFatit asPres 
dent Obasanjo who had e cage 

t is equa y strange that 
while P1DF officials confirm the most members of thecommt- 

& to President Obasanjo and ddpoetts rn bbnlu, some of 
wh1ý üt 75 fraud tenets con- 

The commille also reoom- day asked. "Rae three critical is. to answer on the RTDF funds position of the vice- president 
that MObn PTDF money a - 

the fad that 10 of the 13 mern- 
Vr to 6" to Netilink Dig- 

mended that another former 
Executive Besets of the nJ 

sues are (i) Was the approval of He said he could not have 
proved by 

pthe 
the President in hers are in the PDP which has 

T 1114 devhfor>ý Shipping 
Com any Ll lted d 

V A14 i Adan., r Waýi, be 
the FEC needed for the place- 
ment of PTDF funds? (ü) Was 

imagined that the committee 
would come out with such a 

heat of the obnoxious Third 
Term Scheme could not be 

developed A '-pf ia, 
have always thci. 4it the asignvie - p m an 

tc "ý Limited made to refund the N4.5m 
which he oka ed for the e - 

any money lost in the invest- 
f 

glaring partisan report, , traced, the committee did not menu will be hared with the 
Il also nom thai contrary to 

b A1b 6A t( 

y x 
ecutim of the Progress Report 

rent o PTDF money in EiB 
and TO? and (m) Was there any 

On the final issue of whetter 
the investment in question was 

deem das app c piate to sane- 
tion the President or investigate 

greatest sense of reefs ronvbility 
and patriotism. Perhaps, we " er t" '1' w° IIT1Hn 

P11F lunch wem not lost in the 
on Obasanjo Administration material link established be- lost, the Vice- President re- the allegations that the money had carried ourcpthr nofdie 

vmfous placements, N1.130bt 
and photographs for State 
How Library sir, the projects 

tween the vice-president and 
the PTDF funds? 

stated his position that no 
money was lost In the transac- 

was used for the agenda. 
He said, "It Is equally awl- 

members'seree of fairness too 
fat. " 

-, __ý. 
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IF: Aklkü s hould face trial - Presidency 
*1e ena It pointed out that the re- Obasanp's only grouse wrth the alfansof the PTDF deny had suddenly realised by anybody. Under Section 

rtAyo port did not blame Obasanjo Abuhakar stemmed from the He added, Atlku would be that the game was up. 308, he cannot be indicted. 
over the part he played In the need to have the vice-president happy answering questions While agreeing that the vine What we have always said 

on Thun rirra stmt of the f IDF, par- conform with his oath of office, before a count system In which president could be prosecuted is that you can investigate 
Senate to' 

. 
titularly In the approval of and refrain from subverting he has confidence. " after leaving office since he '" AbuhaI r. At the end ofhksoar 

eatöon of furl for pry. govemment's anti-corruption Also, the National Publicity would no longer enjoy Immu- ure, you can ask him to come 
Abate 

. 
It described as ennna* ran ign. Seaeta-y of the Action Con- nity, he said he was confident and anaue whatever diarge. 

fymisman grg the the betel in some quarters that Also on Thursday, the Min- grew, ARwji Lai Mohammed, that the court would not rule But let's face it, any court of law 
t tie Pet o{esmTed, - ()>asanjo was equally held ail- inter of Finance, Mrs. Nenadi said the party was not bothered arbitrarily. will tfaow out that recornmen- 
vddpmerft Fund.. pabie foroafaht approvals hure Uvnan, alleged that AFn bakar, by tfre Presidatcy's advice to He said, "We are aware that dation. " 
Ivke crime berely 24. the P DF ,-; in collaboration with a former the Senate since lt (AC) was on the Presidency wants Mohammed, however, said 
e the Senate corn- It said that the committee Executive Secretary of the the side of truth. Abubakar nailed by all means. It wars wrong for the Presidency 

abate on the repel toted that the approvals were PTDF, Aihaji 1Lsuf Abubakar. Mohammed said the latest The truth of the matter is that to advise the Senate kr rxn- 
yc mrritntttee on the ' for L udable projects, whit did stalled Investigations into the move shoved that the Presl- Abubakar cannot be Indicted mend Ahrtbalar's trial 
eM of the F1DF 

": klent, how-- 
not persona ybeneftt the Presi- 

dent. `. 
conduct of the Fund between 

' and 

. S'Court to hear FG's VP it Wäg Prrsident "afe must not h never fall Unman, in a statement in : (q who had 

Ibworry about ;- ^" 
f correct ft erroneous inpress. 
sfon that the President was 

Abuja, said that Obasanjo or- 
dered investigations into the appeal on Monday'. kar (va Firdiceed by equally, aräiclied In the commit- agency when he learnt that its ., cbirunM(me for alleg- tee's report On the contrary, the funds were being mismanaged. ,x Tobt Sonlyl, Abuja ditiousfy, dent should be one of pilot and 

bändnbeitlrrgthedi-' convnlttee recognised the fad She explained that the The Supreme Court Is yet cvpil°t, rather than the letter 
PTDF ftmb as loans . 

- 
that the projects for vv-ich the President once ordered the do- Supreme Court has to constitute any panel to hear being a counterpoise to the 

04tal Television, President gave hit approval st ire of all PITY accounts with fsred Monday for the hear- the appeal. kr " 
hipping. pdmpany 

- 
were laudable, " the Presidency the Central Bank Nigeria and ing tube appeal by the Federal The government had in its According to the govem- 

idTralsi}eicSenibPS adderi. directed that theresources flov- Government against the jttdg application, filed by Chief menttheCaatdAppealan- 
f 

k explained that if the corm- big into the Fund shcxAd be hm- meat of the Count of Appeal, Bobskala (SAN), said that the Pah' Ignored ers' 
ag ü )churn " In ' 
Hu h the 8 ecid P1 

milli had rainen a broader look 
t th d t f th PTD It 

iced to 25 per cent of the syna- 
L b 

which of rinnt that A1oj Adre Cant d Appealerred In Ifs)uk °" 
f f h d h S g p , 

he President on Pub- 
e man a e F a eo 

would have discovered that the 
ure onuses. 

Unman said, 'The Ad es- 
Abubakar remained the na- 
ms's -t 

ment 
b d h f 

t urt er argue t at ection 
142(1) created a relationship of MeArK IISeu&thhe concerned projects fell within tablishing the Fund was not . Our correspondent gath- 

a - It sai t at a situation o 
iy dam, {ins anarchy 

bud and confidence between 
y tin 

ld s ve ä- 
the PTDF mandate. 

P d d 
amended, thereby compelling erect that the date was fumed by , , , 

political rascality and threat to 
President and the nkr prell the 

r wou er as 
iq dro e who might 

residency ad The e that 
the report had shown that the 

the payment of all the proceeds 
from signature bonuses into the 

the Chief Justice of Myna, Jus- national security could arise if 
T 

The reads notice 
ýÖ cam. Economic and Financial Fund. yce who wanted the for hi4ar>ce in the arse of death , 

t 
be an ingthevicece-p resident tobean 

aaed the Senate to " Cronies Cotrnneaion which id- "The first indication d what 
case demmtrtedbeforeMay29, Abubakar became the head of associate of tie President the 

viae-jorv*lent Snd his 
reluind funds said to 

, 
tially Indicted the vice-president 
f h 

was going on came by way of a 
2007. 

The Court of Appeal had 
a PDPJed government. 

It fled 20 grounds dappeal 
drafters of the Constitution in- 

d d h h or t e management of the memorandum presented to the ten e t at t e vice-president m seted by ; PTDF was a credible body. Federal Executive Council for on February 26,2007 trans- with a promise to file more. would act in the interest of the 

ffi 6 6 
Re-enpitaslmig its satisfac- . the award of a $120m contract 

ferred the records of proceed- 
. s in the suit to the Su reme co 

gy, the government President at all times and would 
o ce 1J bon with the report, the Presi- lt e as Own that Mr. r. g p asked the Supreme Cant to set ad fir ivm when the President 

ilg rta b rk", tf>e dewy mrrvnerrded the eom- became aware of the reso- L"tb' aside the Cant of Appeal judg proceeds on vacation or he is 
nay wish to recom- mittee for not only detecting being accumulated by the The Court of. ýpipeal had 

mentandto grant itsowncoun- unable to discharge the fuzz- 
d /'rbubäkar should 

. "scärddaus arts perpetrated by Fund. " held that Abubakar must re- let-claims. lions of the office or he is dead. 
e ýQ f! e" some high ranldngfonnerand Reacting, Abubakar said main the vice iTesiderddespite In the appeal, the govern- By imposing a condition 
i w{Ih his aor>iýt ip ., serving publ oRýls, but also the Preident should be the one his defection fmrn the Peoples "To appreciate the inert said 

ýt the vice-president must be 
ip mf making far-reaching recom- in "trouble" over the PFDF ýiT1OQatkParity, theplaHorm , 

strei)# of the companionship, an associate of the President 
Abubäkm had deA 

the ei tilted office d 
" b ns on how the PTDF 

ld 
ý funds. under which he was elected 

with President O1use un court under a duty to the was and must be firm the same 
P ol l h d 

kiord by his ia " 
n arr ut ýd cou be to effec- 

. 
lively carry out its responsibili- 

The vice- president, who 
spoke through his Media Con- 

g 
Obasrinjoý to the Action Can- consider the historical anteoed- 

resi p itica party as t ent, e 
he makers of the Constitution 

rcy ., tt tfý" sultant, Alhaji Garber Shehu gress. ant as contained in the Corssti- 
Intended that the programme 

nesiiency ädked that . . 
ht the sarnevetn, iic ism ed 

, 
said his l estinnony before the ad Sources said that the trans- tution Drafting Committee Re- 

and policy of the sponsoring 
eleme of the ad hoc 

insinuations that Obasryo had hoc committee had exposed fer of the records by the Court port which states as fo6ous- 
political party we duly impie- 

e a personal problem with the type of looting which the of Appeal was to give the Su- 'The relationship of the Presi- 
merited without interruption by 

t deirýf hM innre Öi Abubaka. office of the President engaged preme Court the oTortunfty dent of the Federal Republic of an antagonist or a member of a 
Among In the Presiderxrj, in when Obasanjo took wer to determine the appeal tape- Nigeria to that of his vice-presf- rival party opposed to the Presi- 

i, , fe'j Otii iýeks transfer of c ase to A eal Court 
dents party. " 

government . , 
, 

ý,, ruf h! +lemm. He said, "The see of Obi's 
pp 

liar circumstance. constitution cannot be inter- 
by , aulhed ; hall the 

Court Appeal to the Is" of of 
He is also asking the court rightful tenure in office as Gov- But the counsel for the In- pretest to mean that once a of expression which 

MA hrlia O4 6 
for an order that there should emote of Anambra State is the dependent National Electoral party applies for reference, the was raised by the court suo 

n 
t TU °ý 

he no election In the state in 
Aprff. He said that he had not 

most h-nportantoorutitutional s- 
sue in Nigeria today 

Cairn ton, Chief Chris Urne 
(SAN) said that tie application 

court must willymllly, refer the It accused the court of con- 
,ý ^1 

fo ref the ýý 'ý4 
fully spend his tenure as goMer- 
? 

"We have approached the , 
by Obi was Arenahag miscoo- 

matter to the Appeal Court. 

-The 
fusing the personal rights of an 
Individual to associate freely 

, 
ghthtj rennte to, the' 

rO. 
Obfs counsel, Dr Onyechi 

Federal High Court for the in 
terpretationof Section 180(2) 

ceie and merit v meiert 
. He e said the issueof zndic- 

and the cast has court has rated and the erly with the eenun- tim 
h 

y 
+anfa a t>rcýa s tg 

Ifpeaw (SAM, told ufre court of the constitution. The issues 
p 

tion of a cast to hear a matter 
to see the need before it could 
be referred to another court" 

sorbed rig t of a sitting 
a 

oe- 
president to tha n 

xmy lenur'e aught 
in Enupi that a proper deter- 
mination of what shouid be the 

have been joined and it is dear 
that there is no agreement by 

by the and the quo ýý He, therefore, urged the t brought him to the lidneu that him to to 
from 4%ý day he Qf1 e 

armed as hovemor 
's tenure was "leconý governor's 

" 
the parties on what should be e wine not for reference applicant 

to the of Appeal the Court court to strike out the suit with 
noted 

powe" 
that he Of It 

gD1er arshf P' 
dite as it had not been pro- the proper interpretation of that 

added that there wane Lkhe substantial costs for this gam- of association was not dorm 
, the nj of f no nc ed upon by any court in section, hence, the application no indications that the high 

ble and constitutional day- 
" 

raised or addre$ed by any of P 
ahnd A fir Ailarw r 

the country. 
Ilipeazu argued that the tip. 

for its reference to the Court of 
Appeal for determination. " court had found trenn °n 

dreaming. 
After hearing Oqxzur's and 

paw 
"An elected vim-president ýOw but his 

td oppo` pphoation for the referenced the The Senior Advocate of Nl- Ink to gym. 
He said "f}ds case cannot 

Uche's arguments, presiding has a choice either or rat to re- 

iovrdle Porig was de 
msetoCourt of Appeal met the 
al the co dföorss prescribed by 

ganaalso submitted that theis 
sue raised a substantial uas- 

, 
be moved to the Appeal Co rt 

Justice A. O Faji adjourned the main as a vbe vice-president or to 
f d 

lhk OAnr 
. ý` 

etdertyrid ýe eJecýirl 
law. 

he said tr the These 

q 
tlon°flawandthatIts etertnF 

w s ti th fI t t 

This is not In line with the 
mindset of the fiarners of the 

matter till Friday (today). 
The court had earlier 

ter Fusser his ambition a is- 
solving 

ýrnf Iýir Bb hill i, , , fad that the case e had to b do do with 
nc na on a O mpor ance o e 

constitutional development of constitution. granted an application by the and the "9O ýrý 
added an as a governor an 1 2066 

the interpretation d the c et- 
N h 

the country "Nothing has been pre- 
db f h 

governorship candidate of the 
AO Ni eria Peo les Party M 

Mbatherstd that therf b 
, , i on. He added that referring the senee e ore t ecoat to show g p , r cia coould id Ihr tic mid a ham He also said Owl the appli- case to the appellate court that the case is extremely im- Nicholas Ukachukwu, to be KA ý be ye in baaa as to 
spent on fitl{ptlon to c Mw muse from a matte el- would help expedite its deter- possible to resolver, joined as a party (defendant) defeat a dear provision of the 
nrrdabwerenotpart . ready bejrrethe lowercourt. mtnatlonInthelight diespew- "Section 295 (2) of the to the eilt. 

i 

o 

a 

Constitution. 

t 
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ký ?.., 

Obasanjo, ýollyNyamcýýVr'not Nvame not afraid of 
Aide the governor were 4-ised on 

mere rumours. Sanda Said. 
He mid impeachments am' 

not done through rumours on . 
the pages of newspapers. 

The CPS described the 
impeachment issue as a 
deliberate ploy by the 
opposition to distract the 
attention of the state 
government, said. 

"Right now the govemm 
is concerned about handing 
over to someone who will 
continue with his good 
legacies. Therefore I look at 
the impeachment rumours as 
a way of distracting the 
attention of the governor. laut 
I can tell you that the play his 
failed. " 

On alleged invitation o1 
the state legislators to Abuja 
by the EFCC on whose 
prompting the impeachment 
notice was allegedly signed, 
Sanda said: "I am sure you 
are aware that inviting state 
legislators to Abuja by the 
EFCC is a routine process of 
investigation. Therefore if the 
Taraba lawmakers were 
invited to Abuja by the EFCC 
as alleged I don't think it ha 
anything to do with 
impeaching Governor' 
Nuamr 

Lapia, Minna and Paiko 

se 
township roads. 

still zT. 
AM 

11 NIYA 

construction include 
Gulu, Muyc and Rijau l)ukku l 

ý. ý y rr r. ý.. r nR wfi K. tnwIa. R. nr iý .a iu. a... n ,ýK mti. NSlI 
roads. The IBB University, 
Zuma housing access roads ý' Aliko Dangote8ý1/ltrsatle 

7. al elks Shckara 41 a raaar s'"a, Re iI / O"' 
and loko township roads are mass soa rays dl 

r'ý1 A, ýYnt,, 

iki 

. ý.,., M. ariirn. e In dabs %hatl na 12 Jd also been executed, he seid. �. 
� 
R 

Ebbo said the Minna- 
Bids road covered the 
distance 84km and that it 
wes s aw awarrd ded d at t the cost of y, t was awarded at the cost of 

Lawal 

+, 

N1.6 billion in 2004 to Messr 
TriactaNigeria Limited before >ý t 
the contract sum was ý lý e 
. nv.. -., i ne., l In N1 Q 

.,... 

W-,,, 
provided due process is 
followed, 

his chief press 

a/ 
" 

secretary, YusufS San nds,, has 
said. signed an impeachment 

. 
Sanda spoke with Daily From Fidelis Mac-l. eva, notice on Governor Nyame. 

Tract in Jalingo while reacting Jalingo "I want to emphasise here 
to newspaper reports of that the Taraba state governor 

moves to impeach the Some national dailies is not afraid of any 
governor. He said such recently reported that the 22 impeachment move provided 
rumours and reports were Taraba state lawmakers were the due process as contained 
baseless as the state House summoned to Abuja by the in the constitution is 
of Assembly has not served Fconomic and Financial followed. I also want to state 
the governor with Crimes Commission(EFCC) that the newspaper reports 
irnpr-as hmem notice. where 16 of them allegedly concerning impeachment on 

Niger spends N15bn on roads 
T 

he Niger state 
government has 

i From AldeloJtOJo, Minna I lungs Mnjiya and Bida 

general hospitaW would 
the hospital project gulped tf th b t f spent over N 15 billion N426million. AliyusaidKure ene rom ure. e ges i 

on the rehabilitation, administration was committed 
He lauded the state 

reconstruction and construe- to the provision of health governor for embarking on 
lion of 452 kilometres urban facilities across the state. 

total revolution in the health 

roads and other state truck He said the Bide general sector which he said has now 
roads spread across the three hospital was strategic to the 

brought medical facilities to 
goo-political zones T the 

medical needs of the people 
door step of the people. the 

state over the past eight 
I and this informed the The governor, in his 

years. equipping of the hospital address at the occasion said 
The state commissioner with the state of the art government attached 

of works, Alhaji Ibrahim Ebbo, facilities. importance to improvement of 
disclosed this Wednesday at The commissioner said health facilities in the state. 
the commissioning of the the state government in Kure said his government has 
M inna-Bida road constructed conjunction with local left behind a legacy in the 
atthesumofNl. 8billion. 

governments has donated health sector with the 
He said that over 81 % of five ambulances to some construction of general 

the road projects have been 
general hospital in the state. hospitals across the state, 

completed, prominent among He promised that Lapia, including that ofBida. 
which are Kontagora, Suleja, ----- ý Bida, New Bussa, Agaie, I ,, 

billion to carer for additional 
tO L011191 

works 
He commended the Myna 

contractor for completing the 

project on schedule to ar accordance with government 
specifications. d dýý b 

Commissioning the road "". ý-+ý+"..: ý+. ý+.... r 
=""ý W" 

project, the former head of :. ; ", n_ 6= -- 
". III 

. +.: ý". +.:. stale, General Yakubu Gowon, w-- =, =4 

commended the state ý`ý"ý""ý""" ý"ý". "". """+-"" 
government for embarking on ............ , ,.,. . ",,: ,., ; fi b..:... " .. ý. people-oriented projects. -"ý" "-" ý+". "rý.:.. ý.. 

,. ". 1I 
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+". ""ý .w ý" Gowonwhoalso commissio- i ý'"'"+'"ý"'ý"-" "4"--ý"". ýý-., 
'ý. rW.:,. 

ýr o. ý r.... rr... ý... w. ý 
nallhcCicncrnllloTitelllida, 

said the Kure administration : '`ý%" . 
~ý ý"'ý' 

_ýC has provided enough ; ýýýý,,, 
_�y, _, �",,, ý dividends of democracy to 

thehe 
e[ 

state. 
the Aän Speaking 
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commissioning of the Bide 
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tilis him +a kahka mutumýyý "a 
general hospital, the crate "ý° 
commissioner of health. 
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en the Selection Committee of the Oluwole Josiah, Abu)a 
Senate, representing its leadership, in the Senate. I ;e Aas largely an ý. 

rstituted the seven-man review commit- mated and unpredictable senator. Those wnu 
to fake another look at the report of the know him think he is easy-going and incor- 

nator Victor Ndoma-Egba-led ad-hoc ruptible. He holds a BSc. (Ed) in Agriculture 
nmlttee on the Petroleum Technology De- from the Ahmadu Bello University. Zaria. He 

opmeni Fund, there was no doubt that 4 was elected as a member of the House of Rep 
Senate wanted something entirely different I resentatives in 1999, and now heads the Sen- 
Nhile the ad-hoc committee clearly in- ate Committee on Rules and Business. 
ted Vice-President Atiku Abubakar for His reputation among his colleagues cuts 
use of office with regard to the administra- him out as one who cannot be shoved 
n of the PTDF's funds, It left President around, and who can stand his ground when 
usegun Obasanjo unruffled in spite of it matters most. His conduct of the review com- 
ronided evidences of illegality that he al- mittee's business in its one-week assigrcment 
jedly committed as well. The Senate showed that he is a no-nonsense leader, who 
rughl the incongruity between the com- would insist on the rules. It was clear that de- 
ttee's findings and its recommendations spite his patty affiliation, he had no sympathy 
xtld be corrected. for either the President or the vice-president 
iy, implication, the Senate's position was while he steered the affairs of the committee. 
it the President himself was as guilty as his During meetings, he would ovem le any 
puty. In fact, some of the senators argued senator on any question or contribution that 
at the President committed more illegalities tended to derail the committee's assignment. 
an Atiku. If these arguments were to be Some of the senators considered it dictatorial 
arty understood, the selection of members and a breach of their right to give vent to their 
the committee gave a due about the ob- views. Senator Akinlabi Olasunkanmi was 
-fives of the new committee. forced to complain about Tsauri's 
While inaugurating the review committee highhandedness during proceedings, and 
March 13, the President of the Senate, openly disagreed with him on many occa- 

tief Ken Nnamani, charged the members 
sions. 

come up with "actionable recommends- Senator Olasunkanmi may not be outspo- 
its. " He also charged them to produce a ken. He demonstrated, during the commit- 
herent and truthful report, giving rise to tee's work, that he could be independent 
eculations that there might have been when it was time to stand alone. He repre- 
me measure of falsehood In the earlier re- sents Osun West in the Senate on the piat 
? rt. ,6 

form of the PDP and he's basically a banker. 
He also said, "In fact, misapplication and He took special interest in the operations and 
isapproprlation of public funds should be running of the PTDF accounts and the Mofas 
ircehred as capital offences that attract se- accounts with the Trans International Bank, 
re punishments; this special committee now acquired by Spring Bank Plc. 
Quid produce actionable recommenda- He was also interested In the manner in 
errs that restore credibility and respect to which loans were advanced to ND1V and 
tblic governance and ensure that the high Mofas by TIB. I Its minority opinion over sev- 
Imes against the Nigerian 

. 
people In the erst issues raised during the proceedings was 

fDF affair are adequately captured. " The practical and valid, even though he had to be 
ne of these remarks was a driving force overruled on such oomsi ns. He was quite ästidl- 
e reading light or the committee In the ous when issues about the involvement of the 
sehard Its asst ge grunent, vice-pneSiclent in NI71V teak and the "ýaýv+nYýnlc 
Sehalor Umar Ibrahim Th url, who was d PTDF hut: 

-- - .. 
B sire bnxiy. 

ipoiniied to head the committee, hails fawn it was his candid opinion that Alwu.,..., as 
tome State and Is a member of the Peoples Involved in the business of NDTV, and had 
mtoaatlc Party, which controls a ma, fcsity argued that the vice-president influenced the 

F: Senate battles to redeem image placement of PTDI money in the bank for 
the purpose of being advanced as loans to 
his friends. He held this opinion from the 
beginning and demonstrated it in the man- 
ner he probed the respondents like a pros- 
ecuting counsel in a court case. 

His dissenting opinion, published in the 
same report, showed that he was in support 
of the report submitted by the Niloma-Egba 

committee. Senator Sa'ad Abubakar 
Muhammed, until last week, was a member 
of the PDP He announced to the Senate that 
he had defected to the Action Congress 
becausehe was not accorded due recognition. 
His questions during the sitting were few. In 

most cases, he asked questions to make clari- 
fications and there were times when he never 
said anything. Although some had alleged 
that he was disgruntled due to his inability to 

get the PDP ticket for his senatorial ambition, 
he never showed it in the deliberations. 

Timothy Adudu showed his judicial lean- 

ing when he asked questions from those who 
appeared before the committee. To some keen 

observers, his inclusion in the committee was 
curious, in that he had made his views about 
the Ndoma-Egba-led committee report 
known at the plenary. As far as his arguments 
were cone rrsd, Abubakar was guiltless and 
the laws wt, e misinterpreted to indict him. 

He took special interest In the Interpretation 
of Section 9 (1) of the Finance Act, which 
spelt out the guidelines for the investment of pub 
k funds The operating woFds such as placements 
on call" and 'notice of six months" in the Act 
were made dearer through his interrogations 
of CBN officials. His participation in the com- 
mittee particularly gave insights into customer- 
banker relationship, which formed the basis 
of the committee's judgment on the advance- 
rnent of loans to the NDTV and Mofas by 11B. 

Senator Bello Maitama is of the PDF repre- 
senting Jigawa South-West. He acquired his 
law degree from NorthGate University, Wash- 
ington. He is also a legal practitioner and a 
businessman. He has been In government 
over the yc ars, serving as Minister of Internal 
Affair, 

. xm 1979 to 1982; Minister of Com- 
merce, 1981-1983; Acting Minister of Youth, 
Sport a rd Culture, 1989; and was a member 
of the famed Vlsfon 2010 Committee, Inlti- 

ated during the Abacha military regime. Hr 
did not ask too many questions. However, it 
was learnt that he held unto his views dur- 
ing the committee's deliberations. 

Senator Chris Adighije was a little careful 
about his choice of words during the meet 
ing. The senator from Abia Central, whore 
cently defected to the Progressive peoples 
Alliance from the PDI? holds a doctorate in 
Geology and was a national treasurer of the 
defunct National Republican Convention. 
But his involvement in the probe of PTDF i5 
coincidental to his present position as one 
who is currently facing trial for alleged in 
volvement in the N55 million bribe fot- 
budget scandal. The scandal involved the 
alleged attempt by former Education Minis 
ter, Prof. Fabian Osuji, to bribe some sena- 
tors and members of the House of Repre- 

sentatives to approve his ministry's budget. 
He made only a few comments in the open, 
but his views during dosed door sessions 
were said to be acute. 

He is in the same boat with Senator John 
Azuta-Mbata, who represents Rivers East on 
the platform of the PDP He holds a Masters 
In Public Administration from the University 

of Ibadan and an honoris causa doctorate 
from the Pacific Christian University, 
Glendale. He is a member of the Governing 
Council, Rivers State University of Science 

and Technology, Port Harcourt. He is also 
nursing the wounds inflicted on his credibil- 
ity during the bribe-for-budget scandal. 

Mistrust however existed among commit 
tee members on the one hand and between 
the committee and the Senate leadership on 
the other. 

This development was established by their 
countenance during the proceedings. Sena- 
tor Olasunkanmi had to compialn to ajour- 
nalists over the manner he was being 

shouted down by the chairman of the com- 
mittee whenever he tried to get a particular 
answer from a witness. 

A case in point was when Chief Oyewofe 
Fasawe testified before Nie committee. A 
question asked by Olawniranmi was t+ep- 
ldly answered, but Senator Tsaurl promptly 
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